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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In 2015, Ottawa University will celebrate its sesquicentennial. For nearly 150 years, the institution
has been engaged in educating students of great diversity for lives of significance. Initially chartered
to serve the needs of Ottawa Indian children, then broadening its outreach as an institution of higher
learning for students of traditional ages and backgrounds, and eventually establishing itself as one of
the real pioneers in American and international adult higher education, Ottawa University has a proud
heritage of service, innovation, and impact.
In 2008, the University board of trustees engaged a new president who was himself a son of Ottawa,
having graduated in 1973 from the College in Ottawa and having served as a trustee and leader on the
University’s governing board since 1982. Kevin Eichner was named the 21st president of Ottawa
University in July of 2008. President Eichner brought with him over thirty years of executive
leadership experience, first as a highly respected strategy and leadership consultant, and then as a
successful CEO in two large, publically traded companies, one of which (Enterprise Bank and Trust)
he had co-founded in 1989.
What the new president found in July of 2008 was an institution reeling from four rapid fire
presidencies in the previous five years (including two interim) and an operating deficit which had
grown to $4,280,383 despite some highly successful and profitable adult education sites in Arizona,
Kansas City, Wisconsin and Indiana. Enrollments had been declining, the economy was in virtual
free fall with credit markets collapsing, the local bank on which the university depended for its
operating lines of credit was in serious trouble threatening the school’s liquidity, the Department of
Education (DOE) composite ratio was barely at 1.0, and an atmosphere of fear, uncertainty, and
concern was palpable.
In academic affairs, the institution was dominated by a site-based mentality with various sites
operating semi-autonomously in program, oversight, and even academic calendars. These sites, while
doing some very good work in their local markets, tended to focus on their own worlds and, in some
cases, were visibly resentful of the losses piling up at the home residential campus in Ottawa.
Academic decision-making was largely within the purview of the University Academic Committee,
which had generally devolved into a loosely knit assemblage of faculty representatives and
administrators who found it very difficult to get decisions of any weight made in a timely manner.
The faculty was not united, had relatively little common purpose, was somewhat less than collegial,
suffered from sporadic leadership, and had not been physically together as a group for over 12 years.
No professional enrollment management existed at any level. In fact, the faculty of the Adult sites
was responsible for enrollment intakes, advising, and teaching in the general education curriculum.
None of them was teaching in their depth areas, and their performance in the recruiting areas of their
responsibilities was varied at best. There was a marketing executive in place; however, she had been
reduced to the role of printing brochures and publications with little authority to drive university wide
marketing initiatives. Had she been endowed with more power and authority, it probably would not
have mattered much since there was very little enrollment management capability to benefit from the
uptake in leads and student inquiries that could be driven by successful marketing programs. Some
faculty members commented at the time that if they could get around to responding to new student
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inquiries within a two week time frame, that was pretty good performance in light of all of their other
responsibilities.
In financial and administrative areas, a trustee on leave from the board was acting as the Chief
Financial Officer on an interim basis (for the second time). An experienced and committed executive
in her own right, she and her team were seriously hampered by poor data and management
information systems and by the lack of depth in IT and process improvement staff and very weak
support resources. A recent bond offering created some capital for the needs of the institution and
provided for much needed liquidity, but the pressures on the finance and administrative team were
greater than available resources could bear.
In the face of these challenges and many others too numerous to mention, the president also found a
deep reservoir of commitment to the mission of the university—a statement he himself had helped to
draft prior to its formal adoption in 2000. There were many good people with great heart for the
institution literally starving for competent and visionary leadership and ready to finally help the
institution to achieve its potential. These folks—faculty, staff, alumni, board members and
administrators—had in a number of instances invested their entire careers and much of their personal
financial largesse in Ottawa University and were responsible in no small way for the great loyalty and
esteem emanating from the university’s rich heritage. In fact, the president noted that neither mission
nor commitment were issues. And, there were certainly major assets on which to build for a better
and brighter future. The university simply lacked vision and the strategic plans and related
disciplines to make such a vision a reality.
Intentionally embracing the cadre of ready, willing and able leadership that then existed, and rapidly
augmenting their efforts with some key new hires, the president, the board, the management team,
faculty and other members of the university community embarked on a journey to create Vision 2020,
a twelve year strategic plan consisting of four, three-year phases.
Vision 2020 has served as the rallying cry (and more importantly, the guideline) for a monumental
effort that has transformed the university and its fortunes with some remarkable successes since its
inception in 2008 and 2009. Many new and talented executives have been inspired to take their
places alongside of that original cadre of committed Ottawans in pursuit of Vision objectives.
Thousands of new students have been attracted to the institution. Retention and student success rates
have improved. The institution turned a significant deficit into the largest financial surplus in
university history. Three new schools for business, education and arts and sciences were formed and
academic governance realigned and strengthened materially. Systems, services, technological
support, and processes have improved measurably. Many millions of dollars in donations and
investment have been received from those who are inspired by Vision 2020 moving the university
close to completing the largest capital campaign in its history. And Vision 2020 has helped to
increase productive engagement with the university’s governing board, external regulatory bodies,
and other key constituencies as well.
Now, five full years into implementation and as the leadership team prepares for the final year of
Phase II of Vision 2020 and for the next two phases beyond, and recognizing the emergence of at
least three major disruptive forces on higher education which are proving very challenging to OU and
many others, the president has again called on the university to re-set elements of Vision 2020. A
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firm believer that all planning is really a process rather than an event, and that such planning is the
most powerful device for affecting behavior and outcomes when it is done well and collaboratively,
President Eichner has again engaged key members of the university community to articulate the
strategies, action plans and initiatives necessary for the next six years in pursuit of the institution’s
aims as Ottawa University moves through its imminent reaccreditation review with HLC, the
celebration of its sesquicentennial in 2015, and on to the fulfillment of its vision in 2020.
This new, revised Vision 2020 document reaffirms the university’s formally adopted Mission, Vision,
Hallmarks of Distinction and Guiding Principles. It presents a summary of the major initiatives and
outcomes from the first five years of Vision 2020. It outlines in the Environmental Scan section the
major disruptive forces impacting higher education and Ottawa University in particular. It identifies
a clear Statement of Strategic Intent. It identifies the primary student audiences the university is
focused on serving while listing specific programmatic priorities by school, and describes the
marketing strategies and tactics essential to achieve the targets and goals inherent in the plan. The
overall plan is further informed by articulation of primary points of differentiation from an
increasingly superheated competitive cluster, major university wide operational and organizational
initiatives, and ends with pro forma financial statements, a longer range capital plan, and key
performance indicators as projected over the plan’s time horizon.
Never intended to be written in concrete but solidly enough to avoid mission drift or group grope, the
revised Vision 2020 Strategic Plan, like all of its predecessor components, is designed to focus, guide,
stimulate and galvanize those who have the privilege and responsibility to see this great institution
through to fulfillment of its critical mission and its aspirational vision. Undoubtedly, as has been true
in the first five years, this plan will need to be monitored and rapidly adjusted, as it is certainly true
that the world of Ottawa University as we see it today will change in some fundamental and probably
unseen ways during these next several years of the plan horizon.
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CHAPTER 2. STRATEGIC PLAN: THE OTTAWA UNIVERSITY MISSION, VISION,
HALLMARKS OF DISTINCTION, GUIDING PRINCIPLES
THE OTTAWA UNIVERSITY MISSION:
The Ottawa University Mission Statement is the institution’s statement of core purposes. This
statement was drafted in 2000 after months of careful and collaborative discussion with
representatives of every university constituency, including trustees, faculty, staff, administration,
students, alumni, church representatives, and community leadership. Since that time, the Mission
Statement has been memorialized in many forms, widely and continuously publicized, and has been
discussed and explained in numerous forums, including most recently by the president in a variety of
town hall meetings.
The Mission Statement is as follows: “To provide the highest quality liberal arts and
professional education in a caring, Christ-centered community of grace which integrates faith,
learning and life. The university serves students of traditional age, adult learners and
organizations through undergraduate and graduate programs.”
For mission statements to be meaningful and impactful, they need to be seen by the organization and
its various members as worthy, honest, and intentional. The mission statement needs to be a special
sort of combination of the real (as we are) and the aspirational (recognizing that as we are we
sometimes fall short). The mission statement is an organization’s calling unto itself. As such, it
needs to be continuously articulated, discussed, interpreted, and reviewed if it is to be the source of
the vital institutional energy for which it is intended. And, of course, it needs to be owned viscerally
and intellectually by at least a majority of the constituencies of the institution that proclaims it. It was
in this spirit that the Ottawa Mission Statement was created.
Unpacking the Ottawa University Mission Statement a bit, we must understand that we are first an
institution of higher learning. We call ourselves to provide the highest quality learning environment
which generates some very intentional learning outcomes for all of our students. We hold that an
understanding and appreciation of the liberal arts are essential elements in fostering the growth of
whole human beings who are more capable of effective critical inquiry and thinking, lifelong learning
and development of a comprehensive and inclusive world-view than those who would not experience
such an education. Beyond the cognitive, we seek also to impact the affective realm in order to assist
our students in developing all of the dimensions that make them unique human beings so that they
might contribute more powerfully to their families, organizations, and communities. These include
not only the intellectual, but also the physical, spiritual, vocational, recreational, financial, and social
elements of their entire lives. Notably, we also provide educational programs and services that are
professional in nature or more job/organization specific, as befits our mission to serve organizations
and groups in addition to individuals.
“Caring” as suggested in the Mission Statement refers to our intent (and, indeed, our culture) of
nurturing and supporting all of our students as well as all those who serve them. We care about them
as human beings and seek to be unusually supportive and sensitive to their needs beyond what
happens in the classroom or at their jobs. We also care deeply about the power and importance of
ideas and values. Social justice, expanded opportunities for economic growth, issues related to
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disparity of power and privilege, freedom of all kinds and in all forms, appreciation for diversity, and
service to others are examples of deeply engrained causes or passions residing in the cultural and
intellectual DNA of Ottawa University.
“Christ-centered” means that historically and to this day, our roots are faith based. We see a
continuous and virtuous connection between the example of Christ’s life and our educational
purposes as a liberal arts institution. Our intent is to live this out by systematic inquiry and study,
example, profession, and deed. We stake out a position on the continuum of Christian educational
institutions that is neither “name only” nor “prescriptive”. We are steadfast in our belief that the
Christian faith is one where its truth will set people free (“Veritas Liberabit”) without adopting a
narrow interpretation or exclusive approach that would marginalize those who are not people of faith
or of a different faith in their experience at OU. Thus, we are willing and open to living with the
tension that comes when neither our employees nor students are required to espouse the Christian
faith or to sign oaths or to engage in activities that often characterize other more traditional Christian
colleges. We see our institution as tied to but not owned by the church, serving it through our
graduates who become clergy and lay leaders and our programs which strengthen the church’s
mission and leadership. We are also served by the church, and in particular the American Baptist
denomination, with which the institution has maintained a vital and lasting affiliation since our
founding nearly 150 years ago. The guiding principle that we are “Steadfastly Christian, Proudly
American Baptist, and Positively Open and Inclusive” captures our position reasonably.
“Community of grace” recognizes that all of us need community—for better learning outcomes, to
experience the power of collaboration, for personal support systems and networks, for the healthy
development of identity, for understanding and appreciation of differences, and just for a better
overall quality of life. “Grace” as used in this context means much more than gracious and civil
behavior, although that is certainly how we expect to be with each other. In this sense, it also means
being grateful for and openly acknowledging in a collective way a gift that none of us can possibly
ever earn (no matter how well educated or how successful we become in our lives). That gift is the
promise of eternal life through Christ, which is God’s ultimate gift to mankind “and therefore”, as the
Scripture (Romans 5) says, “will not disappoint us”. The Ottawa University community of grace is to
be one in which all are invited, encouraged, nurtured, and supported regardless of differences.
“Integrating faith, learning and life” is a direct reference to an outcome that we seek for our
graduates—namely, that they are especially capable of demonstrating that integration and why it
matters. It is again an important reference to the “whole person” philosophy and commitment that
undergirds the university and its purposes. As we see it, a graduate educated in the Ottawa tradition
is to be especially capable of sorting out life’s large questions, coming to reasoned and wellconsidered conclusions, constantly challenging the self for continuous growth and development,
while all the while moving toward a life well lived—the life of significance.
THE OTTAWA UNIVERSITY VISION STATEMENT:
Like the Mission Statement, the Vision Statement was crafted through a process of conversation,
assessment, and planning involving many different university constituencies. Initially drafted in 2008
as Vision 2020 was being developed, it was most recently revised with input from the leadership team
at the group’s annual strategic planning advance in 2012. Since that time, it was formally adopted by
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the Board of Trustees at its October 2012 meetings, and has been posted in multiple locations. It has
been discussed at town hall meetings to which all university employees are invited, and it has served
as a basis for much of our forward planning.
The Vision Statement is as follows: “By 2020, Ottawa University will be positioned as a rapidly
expanding institution known for its innovative educational methods, exceptional value, and
special ability to prepare diverse student populations for lives of enlightened faith, exemplary
service, inspired leadership and personal significance.”
If mission is about purpose and an institution’s “clients”, then vision should be about the organization
and its aspirations. This vision as articulated for Ottawa University hits on several key elements that
lead ultimately to our strategies for achieving it. In this sense, the Vision Statement might also be
thought of as Ottawa’s superordinate goal. This goal contemplates several components.
Growth is essential for Ottawa as a tuition dependent institution. The university was able to turn a
significant operating deficit into a surplus in a relatively short time by growing enrollments and
dramatically improved fundraising results. Additionally, and importantly, growth in the numbers of
students who have access to and who can benefit from OU’s particular offerings is also missioncentric. Thus, the vision statement and much of the strategy that follows is heavily focused on
achieving this growth. Leadership at OU believes that student enrollments, while certainly not the
only indicator of success, is a key one and reflects on the overall experience our students have in
comparison to other institutions. Further, a growth oriented culture is deemed to be more
challenging, enjoyable, and stimulating for those who work here as with that growth comes new
opportunities for advancement, new and additional resources, and an overall sense of well being and
pride in what is we do here. Our vision is to be one of the faster growing institutions of our type
while simultaneously balancing that expansion with a careful mix of quality adherence and student
service enhancement while remaining true to our core values and mission.
Regarding innovation, our vision recognizes OU’s long history as an innovator in American higher
education, particularly in serving adult learners and in interdisciplinary endeavors among the faculty
at the College in Ottawa. But more to the future, it recognizes the need for the university to adapt and
innovate in the face of severe challenges as presented by the economy, competition from new sources
such as MOOC’s, changing governmental and regulatory climates, the impact of technology on
student behavior preferences and teaching, and many other factors. The Vision Statement clearly
acknowledges that little in higher education will be as it once was, and that constant improvement and
innovation is not only desirable, but absolutely essential.
Much has been written about the escalating price points of tuition in higher education, and OU is no
exception in confronting price related issues. The Vision Statement points the institution in the
direction of responding more effectively to growing cynicism about the value of higher education at
the very time when the price of that education is growing increasingly out of reach of many students
and their families. In addition, trends on many levels suggest that we may well be headed into an
environment where severe price pressure will emerge from a competitive perspective. OU leadership
believes there is likely to be a significant open position for an institution that can deliver great quality
and choice for students at tuition levels that others might only be able to aspire to. We seek to be an
institution of choice on the quality dimensions at cost levels to our students that are truly
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exceptional—even shockingly low when one considers the bundle of characteristics prospective
students are seeking.
In the DNA of Ottawa University is a long-held belief in the importance of serving underserved and
very diverse student populations. Indeed, the institution owes its founding on behalf of the Ottawa
Indian Tribe to just such a commitment. To serve diverse student populations of traditional age
students, adult learners, commuting students, international students and corporations requires special
abilities on many fronts. Ottawa seeks to be especially capable of meeting these rather disparate
needs and to doing so in a way that calls well-earned attention to its methods and outcomes.
What are the ends to which the Vision Statement calls the Ottawa University community?
First, there is enlightened faith. We want our students to articulate and own for themselves a faith
that is all theirs, regardless of denomination or even religion. Such a faith is to come from reason,
study, prayer, meditation, interaction with believers and non-believers, and intense and intentional
reflection. An enlightened faith is one that comes from such a lifelong process rather than a kind that
is swallowed whole or borrowed by our students from others, allowing of course for the power and
presence of grace as ultimately extended to all.
Second, inspired leadership calls for OU graduates to be leaders in their fields of endeavor, on and off
campus, in the church, in their organizational and vocational lives, and in their governments and
communities. This type of leadership is built on the notion of servant leadership and is not meant to
suggest that all graduates rise to the level of CEO or president or something of that nature. Rather, it
suggests that all graduates in whatever roles or positions in which they find themselves have the
ability, desire and commitment to inspire others to higher levels of performance and achievement
than would be the case without their active engagement.
Third, OU students have historically been known as very service oriented. This is true not only
through a myriad of service learning and service focused activities, but also as a way of thinking
about one’s responsibilities to the world and those others who live with us in it. We intend to instill
in our students a passion and dedication for serving others as befits their skills, interests and abilities
and to educate and prepare them to be real impact players in the world.
Finally, all of this taken together is to lead our graduates to lifetimes of greater significance, not
merely success. Thus, the institution’s marketing tag line “Prepare for a life of significance” calls for
us to provide the richest possible educational experience regardless of the site or primary learning
modality chosen by the student. This education is to be informed by breadth in the liberal arts, depth
in the chosen field, heavy exposure wherever appropriate to experiential learning, and the
development of skills, capabilities, and values guided by the precepts of the Christian faith.
HALLMARKS OF DISTINCTION:
Given the above referenced Mission and Vision, the institution has set forth a number of “Hallmarks
of Distinction” that expand our understanding of “how we know” whether we are achieving them.
These hallmarks are set forth below:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The excellence of our liberal arts and professional education offerings.
The degree to which our students value all facets of their university experience.
The extent to which our graduates are broadly educated, think critically and holistically and
use their capabilities to make a difference in the world.
The extent to which Ottawa University alumni are prized by the organizations, churches and
communities they serve.
The vibrancy of an intellectual climate which celebrates the liberal arts, values the power and
importance of ideas and encourages innovative teaching.
Our success at helping students to discern matters of faith, personal values and ultimate
purpose.
Our ability to reach out globally to traditionally underserved student populations.
Our ability to tailor the educational experience to the individual needs of each student in order
to increase student success, retain and graduate students for lives of significance.
The degree to which our culture and quality of work life enable faculty and staff to flourish.
Our track record in attracting and retaining top talent.
Our reputation for unwavering ethical conduct.
Our ability to demonstrate continuous improvement of teaching and learning through rigorous
assessment and program review processes.
Rates of growth in enrollments, revenues and net assets which far exceed our peers.
Our strategic planning capabilities, data-driven culture and use of institutional effectiveness
and process improvement resources leading to soundness in all operational and fiscal affairs.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
The “Guiding Principles” are intended to be just that—principles that are to guide our behavior and
decision-making in pursuit of our mission and vision. Some might call these elements of a creed, but
in any case, these were articulated initially to set the tone for how we want to operate within the
institution. They are as relevant and fresh today as when they were first shared in 2008 when Vision
2020 was first developed.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Steadfastly Christian. Proudly American Baptist. Positively open and inclusive.
Service first. Every student. Every day. Every way.
Excellence everywhere.
Make our institutional decisions first, then implement them as humanely as possible.
Respect our past. Be objective about the present. Remain unfailingly optimistic about our
future.
Never sacrifice the quality of our decisions just to make someone feel better for the moment.
All feedback is treated as good feedback, even if it stings.
Continuous development of our human resources is a prerequisite for continuous performance
improvement.
Outcomes are more important than effort.
Capital will be deployed based on mission-centricity and potential returns.
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CHAPTER 3. VISION 2020—THE FIRST FIVE YEARS: MAJOR INITIATIVES AND
RESULTS
As previously referenced, the Vision 2020 strategic plan for Ottawa University was launched in 2008.
At this writing in 2014, we are in the third year of Phase II of the plan. In Chapter 3, we will outline
the major initiatives that were undertaken and the results which have been generated to date from
them. This is intended to provide some perspective and context for those ongoing initiatives as well
as new ones that find their way into the planning for the last two phases of Vision 2020, which is the
subject of this overall document.
SECTION 3.1. MAJOR INITIATIVES:
SECTION 3.1.1. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
The University has undertaken many challenges in recent years and has endeavored to build
exceptional undergraduate, graduate, and continuing educational programs. The following is a partial
list of some of the academic accomplishments during that time period. Through the University-wide
initiative to advance academic excellence, the University has completed the following initiatives:
Academic Structure
1. Reorganized the University Academic Council to oversee University-wide educational
purposes and policies and designed the council to have a balance of faculty and
administrators.
2. Introduced and organized curriculum and faculty into three distinct academic Schools: (1) the
School of Education, (2) School of Business, and (3) School of Arts & Sciences.
a. Developed School-wide “Charters” for each School, with faculty given control over
the entire curriculum.
b. Defined and empowered School deans to contribute to and participate in the leadership
of all university operations.
c. Developed strategic plans for each School.
3. Funded and instituted the lead faculty role (a new role similar to the traditional “Department
Head”). Lead faculty are responsible for all academic programs at the level of specific majors
and work with school deans to guide the advancement of academic programs, quality control,
and instruction.
4. Funded and instituted a Dean of Instruction (senior campus academic leader) on all campuses.
5. Instituted an Academic Deans Council to ensure (1) accountability between campuses and
Schools, (2) appropriate academic administrative structures are in place, and (3) academic
priorities are pursued, managed, and met.
6. Selected and appointed a new Dean of the School of Education.
7. Selected and appointed a new Dean of the School of Arts & Sciences.
8. Selected and appointed a new Dean of the School of Business.
9. Selected a new Dean of Health Sciences.
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Program Development and Review
1. Approved and incorporated a required path for approval of all new academic programs; the
path starts with faculty, moves to Schools, and then to UAC for final approval.
2. Expanded academic programs to include many online programs including Math, English,
History, Communication, Human Services, Psychology, Business Economics, Christian
Studies & Ministry, Marketing, and Nursing, as well as numerous concentrations, minors, and
program additions in several other disciplines.
3. Developed a lower-level sequence of courses within the APOS curriculum to allow students
with few college-level credits to matriculate into APOS degree completion academic
programs.
4. Redesigned the Master’s in Human Resource Management.
5. Developed a complete RN to BSN Nursing curriculum.
6. Developed new series of Business Symposiums.
7. Transitioned Religion major into an academic major in Theological and Religious Studies.
8. Instituted the Program Review Record (PRR) to link academic program improvement with
assessment of student learning, short term goals and objectives, and budget.
9. Completed a full review of Ottawa University’s Experiential Learning process and instituted
new credit evaluation system through the international CAEL organization.
Liberal Arts Studies
1. Developed a central committee (Center for Personal & Professional Growth/CPPG) for
program development related to the University’s liberal arts curriculum and general education
curriculum. Subsequently transitioned the CPPG to the LAS Council within the School of
Arts & Sciences, with faculty representatives from each School to maintain the centrality of
LAS throughout all degree programs.
2. Introduced a redesigned Liberal Arts Studies (LAS) “entry course” sequence of two courses
for adult students who enter Ottawa University with fewer than 24 transfer credit hours. The
two courses introduce students to the liberal arts and to the skills of information literacy.
3. Updated and published a new definition of Liberal Arts at Ottawa University.
Faculty Credentials, Development, and Hiring
1. Instituted a University-wide faculty development initiative and committee, which has been
focused on professional development for all full and part-time faculty, including both APOS
and College educators, in addition to sharing best practices and advancing faculty scholarship
through the University.
2. Gathered information and supported on-going programming for adjunct faculty development
on all campuses.
3. Funded the professional development of all full-time faculty and instituted a new
accountability system to monitor faculty academic professional development.
4. Sponsored Annual Faculty Development Symposiums for all full-time faculty and adjunct
representatives. (The Symposiums have been developed to facilitate faculty engagement and
professional development.)
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5. Defined the adjunct faculty hiring process, which focuses on full-time faculty review,
teaching skills, and credential evaluation.
6. Developed a comprehensive and detailed faculty credentials database to manage access to all
full-time and part-time faculty instructional qualifications, course history, and transcripts.
7. Initiated a system-wide administrative system for adjunct training, orientation, observation,
evaluation, and records management.
8. Defined academic credentials for teaching faculty at undergraduate and graduate levels.
Approved a policy and process to review and provide additional justification for academic
credentials, with exceptions, based on additional qualifications, certifications, and experience,
for any and all teaching faculty at the graduate and undergraduate levels who do not hold one
degree above their teaching assignment.
9. Instituted new faculty observation standards at all sites.
10. Developed and approved the new Philosophy of Adult Learning to support and facilitate the
mission, purpose, and pedagogy (andragogy) of teaching within an adult environment.
11. Developed a portal-site with resources to support effective adult teaching and learning,
including resources to use and improve methodologies for teaching in an adult compressed
schedule.
Assurance of Academic Quality
1. Developed and instituted a Curriculum Design Studio for the effective creation and quality
standardization of online curriculum.
2. Organized and instituted a University Online Faculty Council made up of faculty from
throughout the University to ensure academic oversight of online programs.
3. Instituted a comparison project to compare student learning between online, adult, and
traditional courses. This effort includes internally developed assignments or activities, as well
as the nationally recognized Major Field Test.
4. Updated University-wide Learning Outcomes for all academic programs at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels.
5. Standardized course objectives across all modalities.
6. Standardized course syllabi for all ground adult sites.
7. Initiated, within the School of Business, a process for the B-School to gain ACBSP
accreditation.
Assessment
1. In 2009-10, the Office of Assessment worked with Process Improvement (PI) to convert the
entire process for assessment of student learning to an electronic database system. The system
increases faculty specificity in learning evidence identification as well as individual
accountability. It allows report generation by program, by learning outcome, by campus, by
modality, by assessment team member, by strengths and deficiencies—all to further
continuous improvement of teaching and learning at Ottawa University.
2. Since Fall 2011, the Program for the Assessment of Student Learning has engaged faculty in
the evaluation of student learning in all programs in the School of Education, all programs in
the School of Business, and all but 5 majors in the School of Arts and Sciences. All
electronically archived assessment team reports, recommendations for program improvement,
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and action plans are approved by the UAC and reported to the Academic Affairs Committee
of the Board of Trustees.
3. Established in Fall 2012, the Ottawa University Assessment Collaborative, a group of faculty
assessment ambassadors and coordinators representing each of the three schools, the LAS
program, and co-curricular learning, provides best practices research, leadership, training,
mentoring, and succession planning. In Fall 2013, the Collaborative demonstrated showcase
models of its new e-portfolio design developed in conjunction with Blackboard to enhance
assessment, but more importantly student learning.
Academic Advising
1. Introduced a new student academic advising model for both the APOS and the College,
providing every student with a success coach and access to automated academic and financial
resources, including an integrated degree audit and planning system.
2. Developed standards and instituted training and certification for all adult campus academic
advisors.
3. Appointed a Director of Advising for APOS and subsequently expanded the job title and
responsibilities to include oversight of retention of adult students.
Registrar
1. Developed and gained approval for a University-wide definition of credit hour.
2. Developed and gained approval for the University’s application of the Carnegie Unit
calculation.
3. Developed and gained approval for a University-wide definition of lower-level credit hours
and prerequisites.
4. Initiated the transition of credit hours offered at the University to align all academic offerings
between Schools and sites.
5. Developed a degree audit system to allow students, faculty, and advisors to review and plan
for academic course sequences, as well as audit completed course work and graduation
requirements.
6. Developed standard Degree Completion Plan templates to include all graduation requirements
for each undergraduate major in APOS. Standard templates ensure consistency in majors and
requirements across all adult sites and modalities.
7. Transitioned the University to an electronic web-based catalog.
8. Investigated, evaluated, and instituted a new graduate school calendar of 8-week terms.
9. Implemented a standard two-year academic schedule of courses at each adult site.
Library
1. The University has increased total expenditures made on behalf of its library services by 32
per cent from the 2008-2009 through the 2012-2013 academic years. The University matches
or exceeds its six Kansas “sister schools” in areas such as serial subscriptions and E-books
held as well as total library-related expenditures per student FTE. The library offers a wide
range of electronic resources to all students including over 80 databases providing information
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within a myriad of academic disciplines as well as scores of online modules offering online
training to students.
2. A professional librarian has been hired to create and implement a compulsory Information
Literacy program for all students within the University. Information literacy is an essential
component to students’ ability to effectively utilize the vast array of electronic resources
available to them.
SECTION 3.1.2. ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Enrollment management is considered a critical success factor in OU operations, as is the case for
most institutions of higher learning these days. Accordingly, the university has made major
investments in personnel, practices, systems and policies to strengthen this key area in the past five
years and will continue to do so.
The major enrollment focused initiatives undertaken in the first five years of the Vision 2020 plan can
be summarized as follows:
1. Moved APOS faculty (who previously had recruiting and advising responsibilities) into
teaching roles at the sites and replaced their recruiting activity with professional admissions
counselors at all sites.
2. Significantly increased recruiting capacity in order to handle material increases in lead
generation.
3. Hired key leadership for APOS with strong enrollment management track records and placed
them in positions to significantly strengthen recruiting practices and accountabilities.
4. Built or acquired new lead flow and contact management systems and software.
5. Developed and installed daily enrollment management reporting university wide.
6. At the College, changed out admissions leadership and hired a completely new group of
professional admissions representatives.
7. Took steps with compensation, training, job content, and other actions to help incumbents and
prospective hires to see enrollment management as a long term, viable career track.
8. Equipped all enrollment personnel regardless of site with new collateral materials, methods,
and marketing support.
9. Enhanced call tracking and related technologies to support recruiting and retention activities.
10. Installed the SST (Student Success Team) model for all APOS sites and Online.
11. Enhanced financial aid services associated with each site and at the College.
12. Made enrollment targets and goals especially visible to all elements of the institution in an
effort to instill more of a student centered admissions and retention culture. Raised awareness
of enrollment criticality.
13. Redesigned the university website to enhance its role in recruiting and retaining students.
14. Launched the “Build the Class” recruiting model for the College with increased focus on
student activities interests and deployed resources accordingly.
15. Redesigned the College scholarship award models to align with the Build the Class model.
16. Organized the College admissions team by territory and strengthened all internal support
services to help increase their productivity.
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17. Launched Student Ambassador program at the College to augment efforts of College reps and
completely overhauled the campus visit process and procedures.
The results of these initiatives have largely been positive, and until the most recent year, enrollment
levels have been climbing and/or stabilized. The trends and data on enrollments can be found in
Section 3.2 of this document.
Unfortunately, the competitive environment in higher education has been severely exacerbated over
this period of time, and costs of inquiries, enrollments, and other key drivers of enrollment outcomes
have escalated significantly while the size of the markets for both traditional aged students in the
Midwest (affecting the College) and the adult markets more broadly (especially in Phoenix) have
been shrinking. Thus, as OU looks to the next phases of Vision 2020, it is clear that despite the
material improvements in its enrollment management capabilities, more will need to be done and
invested if the institution is to achieve its goal of “rapid expansion”.
SECTION 3.1.3. MARKETING
While a number of important marketing initiatives were undertaken in the first five years of Vision
2020, it is fair to say that this area has yet to emerge as one of Ottawa University core competencies.
The recent hire of a new VP and Chief Marketing Officer is an important step toward enhancing
OU’s capabilities, but given the enrollment marketplace and the many disruptive forces acting on that
marketplace, it is critical that the university become much more effective in this important element of
its functionality.
The major marketing initiatives undertaken in these five years have been:
1. A reorganization of the entire marketing department upon the president’s arrival in 2008, with
significant budget increases aimed at better supporting the new enrollment management
initiatives launched in that general timeframe.
2. The development of a completely new online enrollment and services division and related set
of offerings. This has resulted in the greatest element of growth within the university over the
past five years.
3. A first revision of the university’s website.
4. Presentation and development of a major Annual Report document which is shared with all
constituencies and is utilized in corporate and other development activities by the Executive
Team.
5. Improvement to the caliber and content of all publications.
6. Investment in social media and search engine optimization, both of which were new roles for
OU marketing.
7. Consolidation of outside advertising and public relations entities.
8. Investment in interactive marketing for lead generation, taking the university into this space
for the first time.
9. Engagement of Plattform, one of the nation’s largest interactive marketing agencies, to assist
in interactive marketing and related lead generation.
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10. Upon the departure of the CMO in 2010, some decentralization of marketing department
resources with dedication of those resources for the College, APOS, Advancement, and the
President’s Office.
11. Continued escalation in marketing budgets.
12. Hiring of the Zaiss Advertising Agency to attack lead generation issues in the traditional
marketing channels and to assist in brand building.
13. Development of the “Life of Significance” positioning theme and related advertising, public
relations, and collateral material strategies.
14. Attempts, with varying degrees of success, at building program specific marketing plans.
15. A second redesign of the website in 2012 aimed at enhancing its ability to support lead
generation, image building, and to enhance its customer-friendliness and ease of use.
16. Utilization of the president in multi-year public relations and promotional activities, including
bi-weekly articles in the Ottawa Herald and other publications, with free seminar programs
offered to the public under the “Leadership Matters” banner at all sites except Indiana.
17. At the College, strengthening of community outreach activities including the annual Fusion
event for students and local businesses, annual campaigns to invite participation of local
businesses and organizations which result in a very large percentage posting “We Support
OU” signs in their business windows, posting of the same signs in neighboring yards around
the campus and elsewhere in town, and many other activities to strengthen town gown
relations.
18. Major efforts to restore ties with American Baptist churches nationwide, but especially within
the Central Region. The president took the leadership of the American Baptist Association of
Colleges and Universities, and with others, developed the Fredrikson Center for Faith and
Church Vitality while simultaneously launching a Chapel revitalization campaign and naming
it after the Reverend Dr. Roger Fredrikson, a renowned and beloved alumnus Baptist minister
and church leader.
19. Numerous events held each year designed to bring strong prospective students to the campus
at the College.
20. A doubling of the budget for Presidential and Provost Scholars at the College designed to
attract superior quality students.
21. Launch of the Enterprise Division to reach out to Community Colleges and corporations with
new models of engagement and new pricing.
22. Utilization of events such as the Annual Math and Science Day, the Angell Snyder School of
Business Symposium, the Fredrikson Center events, concerts, athletic events, and special
speaker series to bring more attention to OU and to bring more friends and prospective to the
campus.
23. Positioning the College athletic programs as NAIA Champions of Character, including
national recognition for the success of these efforts.
24. Major improvements in annual events such as Homecoming and Alumni recognition events,
raising the bar on expectations for program, food, logistics and other aspects of these
experiences with great increases in attendance and reported satisfaction of those attending.
25. Annual tuition setting exercises aimed at positioning OU as a great value in comparison to
many other institutions.
26. Development of additional direct marketing activities in each market area to build on image
building campaigns, advertising, and other lead generation activities.
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SECTION 3.1.4. FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Shortly after arriving in 2008, the president brought in a highly competent individual as a full time
VP of Administration and Chief Financial Officer. Clark Ribordy has led numerous initiatives
designed to strengthen every aspect of OU’s finance and administrative functions with great success.
Here is a list of the most notable initiatives in this area:
1. Financial, enrollment, and operational reporting have been turned from material weaknesses
into a material strengths. The university has become much more data driven due, in part, to
the availability and reliability of dozens of reports and systems which previously did not exist.
2. A new Process Improvement unit was created and staffed with exceptionally talented
personnel who now handle over 500 process and systems improvement requests and projects
annually.
3. The IT area was re-staffed and its budget significantly increased in order to deal with the
institution’s insatiable appetite for new, enhanced, and more robust technology platforms and
systems.
4. All OU employees are now on a three-year new computer rotation and access to data plans,
cell phone communications, and other technology tools have been demonstrably improved.
5. Technology security and backup systems have been improved and installed.
6. The institution secured a new banking relationship with United Missouri Bank, allowing for
an increase in its operating line of credit (which was critical and very difficult to achieve in
the environment of 2008) on very favorable terms as well as cash management and investment
management services. The university’s subsequent financial performance allowed this line to
be expanded further to support growth with concomitant lowering of interest rates and further
enhanced financial terms.
7. The Ottawa Investment Management Corp was created to allow for appropriate collateral
support for the Bank line of credit. Endowment funds plummeted to $13 million in the midst
of the “decession” and are now back at a respectable $21 million. UMB Trust was engaged to
manage the endowment and investment portfolio.
8. A special operating reserve account in support of the university’s bondholders was created
and funded, then refunded to the university upon the improvement of the institution’s
financial performance, restoring over $1.2 million to operating availability.
9. Responsibility for all facilities management was centralized and all sites have enjoyed
significant improvements to their look, feel and functionality, with several expansions
including Milwaukee (Oak Creek and Brookfield), Arizona (Chandler and Surprise), Overland
Park (additional space to house online and enrollment ops there), Indiana (added space and
new build-out). At the College, the grounds have taken on a well manicured look and
landscaping enhanced, new high tech enhancements (smart classrooms) have been installed,
new practice rooms for the music program put in place, athletic facilities enhanced, and
groundbreaking for a new library/student center celebrated in May of 2013.
10. A major capital campaign was launched in early 2010 which has thus far generated over $20
million in cash and pledges. (More on this in Section 3.1.6.)
11. A new controller has been hired and she has made notable strides in improving treasury
management, risk management, and general accounting functions university wide.
12. Staff capabilities and levels have been upgraded throughout the Finance Department.
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13. There have been notable improvements in contract negotiations and relations with a majority
of our vendors, and several have stepped up to make sizable contributions to the Advancing
the Vision capital campaign. Purchasing has been centralized with resulting savings and
operational improvements in support of our various operating units.
14. The planning and budgeting process has become much more rigorous even as stronger control
systems have been incorporated.
15. New leadership has been developed and deployed to support both the IT and Process
Improvement functions, giving the university significant grow power for future years.
SECTION 3.1.5. STUDENT SERVICES
Following one of the president’s earliest directives to “Put students first, every day, every way”, the
institution has pursued a number of initiatives to enhance student services and the experience each
student has from entry through graduation. The most notable over the past five years have been:
1. At the College, the ADAWE LifePlan Center was created to strengthen advising and to
enhance retention and student success. Each entering student is assigned to a personal
ADAWE advisor who acts as advisor, success coach, and whose job it is to help the student
navigate successfully the many decision steps along the way from matriculation through
graduation. The ADAWE Center is credited with significant increases in student retention at
the College as well as enhancing the overall sense of what the college experience can and
should be at Ottawa University.
2. Following the precepts of the ADAWE Center, a similar approach was developed for all OU
adult learners. This group of advisors (known as CAPS—Center for Academic and
Professional Services) has been expanded to cover all OU adult learners at all OU sites and
online.
3. In recognition of the trend toward younger students with fewer college credits entering APOS,
and also in recognition of a growing number with remedial needs in writing in particular, new
programs have been tested and implemented to increase student readiness for college level
work and thus to enhance their chances for success.
4. At the College, a new one-card system has been implemented which allows students to utilize
one card for security access, identification, and for payments on campus for utilities, laundry,
books, foodservice, and more.
5. All ADAWE, CAPS and student enrollment advisors receive regular training and participate
in monthly performance enhancement programs aimed at increasing their impact on behalf of
students.
6. Under the auspices of our Process Improvement team, new student tracking and degree
planning systems have been installed to enable better service and information for students as
they work through their programs and finances at OU.
7. New contracts have been let at the College to improve the quality of food and foodservice
options. With the new Gibson Student Center slated for opening in the fall of 2014, these
options will expand materially and will be further enhanced.
8. A new parking lot was built at the College, opening up better, more convenient and safer
parking options for our students there.
9. Many new programs have been introduced to enhance new student (and parent) orientation at
the College with very positive results and feedback.
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10. A new full-time counselor has been employed at the College to assist students with stress
issues, depression, and other issues unfortunately all too common with young people today.
11. Christian ministry to students has been enhanced through special programming and the
encouragement of student ministry teams to reach out to all on the campus in Ottawa.
12. A robust student tutoring program has been implemented.
13. Efforts are underway to further improve career planning and placement activities throughout
the university.
14. Bandwidth and technological support services have been materially enhanced at all campuses
as student use of computers and mobile communications devices continues to skyrocket.
15. Each university campus provides a Disabilities Services Coordinator to receive and process
student requests for accommodation related to medically-diagnosed conditions. The U-wide
ADA Committee composed of campus coordinators and the University’s ADA Coordinator
meet bi-monthly to discuss how all sites may comply with federal requirements in an accurate
and consistent manner.
Overall, student experience as measured by various independent testing methods, persistency,
retention and graduation rates as well as anecdotal evidence indicates that the student experience at
most campuses has become a source of pride for the institution and has helped to move the university
toward its Vision 2020 objectives. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement in a number of areas,
and these are addressed in the forward-looking sections of the plan document.
SECTION 3.1.6. FUNDRAISING AND UNIVERSITY ADVANCMENT
While Ottawa University has always been and remains a tuition dependent institution, it was
recognized that there was a great opportunity and need to enhance its fundraising capabilities and
outcomes. Accordingly, one of the first new hires of incoming president Kevin Eichner in 2008 was
that of Mr. Paul Bean. Vice President Bean began his fundraising career at Ottawa University in the
nineties but had been serving for ten years as the VP for Southwestern College in Winfield, Kansas.
Under Mr. Bean’s leadership, the Ottawa University Advancement function has undertaken some
very important initiatives with record outcomes in the history of the university.
Major initiatives undertaken over the past five years include:
1. Creation of an expanded, more functional department with new and redeployed talent at all
levels.
2. Campaign counsel was hired and planning resulted in the launch of the Advancing the Vision
Capital Campaign targeting $24.3 million in new funds.
3. Formation of a Campaign Cabinet of trustee and volunteer leaders who have engaged with the
president and university advancement staff to raise over $20 million to the date of this writing
in August of 2013.
4. The Campaign has secured seven pledges and gifts of over $1.0 million. In its entire history,
the university had received only two gifts of $1.0 million. Many other six figure gifts and
pledges have also been generated.
5. An affinity based marketing campaign has been developed and launched in support of all
fundraising efforts.
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6. Tracking, recording and accounting systems have been upgraded and research capabilities
have been materially improved.
7. A much expanded Annual Report has been published each year to share the news of Vision
2020 and all aspects of Ottawa University life with major constituencies. This report has been
very well received and is used to support strategic partnership development as well as
fundraising.
8. The Spirit alumni magazine has seen excellent upgrades in content and quality, earning it high
accolades from readers.
9. A new and highly effective Alumni Director has been hired and alumni activities stepped up
throughout the institution.
10. Alumni events have been upgraded and attendance has reached record (sold out in several
cases) levels.
11. Church relations have been substantially enhanced, located within the Advancement function.
The university’s Fredrikson Center for Church and Faith Vitality has helped to restore and
revitalize the institution’s relationship with American Baptists and the larger Christian
community.
12. A heavy emphasis on deferred giving and endowment has been launched, resulting in many
new deferred estate commitments and the documentation of many previously undocumented
ones.
13. A marvelous new library student center has been designed and groundbreaking occurred in
May of 2013. The Gangwish Gibson building will be the centerpiece of the campus in Ottawa
and will also serve the entire institution.
14. Steps have been taken to better integrate Advancement office activities with all campuses and
departments, including academics and athletics.
15. The Advancement office in concert with the president has reached out aggressively and
successfully to improve relations with the local community. Today, “We Support Ottawa
University” signs can be seen in over 90% of the merchant windows of businesses in town
and on nearly every lawn surrounding the campus. The local government, county
government, and Chamber of Commerce have become vocal allies of the institution as befits
its important role in the life and economy of Franklin County and Ottawa.
16. Members of the Advancement team occupy important leadership roles in many community
organizations.
17. An aggressive calling program is in place annually to touch as many alumni as possible.
18. A recent trip to Hong Kong reconnected many OU graduates with the university. Some had
not been contacted for over 30 years
19. A carefully choreographed campaign has been launched to solicit funds from key vendors,
again with some notable successes.
20. Key leadership is now engaged in re-setting some goals and plans for the final phase of the
Advancing the Vision campaign and for longer-range fundraising activities.
21. Planning for the Ottawa University Sesquicentennial in 2015 has begun with major support
and leadership from the Advancement office.
During this five-year period, a unit of the institution that was seriously underperforming and had been
demonstrating issues of organizational dysfunction has been turned into a major institutional asset,
resulting in some excellent outcomes and encouragement for a brighter future.
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SECTION 3.1.7. COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND OUTREACH
Ottawa University has long sought to fulfill an important role in enhancing all of the communities
and economies in which it operates. With the onset of Vision 2020, efforts were escalated to further
enhance the image and impact of the university in these communities. Some of the major initiatives
undertaken were:
1. The president, an experienced seminar leader and author on leadership and business related
topics, began writing bi-weekly columns in various print media aimed at dispensing advice
and commentary on leadership and contemporary business issues. Under his purview, dozens
of “Leadership Matters” seminars were conducted free of charge for business and non-profit
leaders in all of OU’s markets. Hundreds of people have attended these sessions with
uniformly exceptional reviews. In addition, the president leads developmental seminars for
pastors and clergy which are sponsored by the Fredrikson Center for Faith and Church
Vitality.
2. All high-level university officers are encouraged to take up community engagement and
leadership roles.
3. Ottawa University faculty and staff are likewise encouraged to take up such roles, and many
do so.
4. Many university student groups and athletic teams participate annually in events and
activities as diverse as Habitat for Humanity, food drives, home repair projects for the
elderly, disabled and disadvantaged, tutoring and counseling programs, health care awareness
projects, wellness programming, programs for youth, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, and more.
In Ottawa and elsewhere, local community leaders know they can count on Ottawa University
personnel and students to make a difference.
5. Special efforts have been made to publicize university athletic, theatrical, musical, and
speaker-oriented events to encourage greater community involvement and cultural
enrichment. Attendance and appreciation for the quality of these events have risen
substantively.
6. In Ottawa, the local Chamber of Commerce hosts Fusion, an annual event in which the town
square is blocked off and at which local merchants and non-profit organizations feature their
programs and products in an atmosphere of fun, food, and entertainment. Ottawa University
students and staff are informed about the many different offerings available to them right in
the Ottawa community and enjoy socializing with and getting to know community leaders
and institutions off campus. Townspeople get to experience first hand the caliber and quality
of OU students.
7. Special efforts are made to encourage new employees to live in Ottawa to strengthen the tax
base and economic impact of high-level OU jobs.
8. The University provides financial support and extends the use of its facilities and capabilities
for local causes, economic development efforts, and community-sponsored events.
9. The University has adopted an “open to the community” policy and has made investments in
parking and other elements to further encourage residents to view OU as “their school”.
10. The University goes out of its way to be a good neighbor in all respects, ensuring that
policies, practices, and relationships with police, fire, and other governmental officials are at
the most collaborative of levels.
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These efforts have resulted in a much healthier and enhanced image for the university in Ottawa
especially, but also in other communities in which OU operates. Not coincidentally, support for the
university in all forms, including financial, has grown and the university now enjoys very strong
community relations.
SECTION 3.1.8. RELATIONS WITH THE OTTAWA INDIAN TRIBE
The university owes its founding in great part to the Ottawa Tribe, now headquartered in Miami,
Oklahoma. One of President Eichner’s first (and he would say proudest) actions was to visit the tribe
with the unanimous support of the board of trustees and faculty, to greatly expand OU’s offerings to
tribal members. At the time of his visit to Miami to meet with new Chief John Ballard and the Tribal
Council of the Ottawa’s, only a handful of Ottawa tribal members were attending OU on the tuition
free scholarship then in place for them at the College in Kansas.
Recognizing the historical impact of the tribe on Ottawa University and its continuing obligations to
honor that impact as well as to encourage further cultural enrichment and sensitivity, Eichner was
authorized to enter into a revitalized treaty with the tribe under which any of its certified members
would be entitled “in perpetuity” to attend the College in Ottawa, Kansas, free of charges for tuition,
room, board, and normal fees and to attend any of the university’s undergraduate and graduate
programs tuition free at any of the other sites or online. At the time of President Eichner’s
inauguration in October of 2008, a special signing ceremony was held to commemorate this new
agreement. Chief Ballard, all members of the Tribal Council, and many other Ottawa tribe members
were in attendance as was the entire Board of Trustees and many faculty. Reminding all in
attendance that the Ottawa Spirit and the Great Spirit were one, Chief Ballard and some tribal elders
spoke eloquently about the history of the relationship with the university and what this new
agreement would mean to the tribe and its fortunes.
In the past five years, over 300 Ottawa Tribal members have enrolled for at least one course at
Ottawa University, far surpassing the three or four who previously enrolled each year. Many Ottawa
Indian students have now graduated from the university and the relationship with the tribe is at an all
time high. The president and provost of the College meet annually with tribal leadership and students
and faculty are encouraged to engage in ways to keep the history and traditions associated with this
part of OU’s heritage alive and flourishing.
New Chief Ethel Cook, the first female chief of the Ottawa Tribe, is an honorary member of the board
of trustees of the university and she and President Eichner maintain an exceptionally supportive
mutual relationship. Chief Cook is a great friend of OU and continually expresses gratitude on part
of the tribe for the newly revitalized relationship with the university and what it means to her people.
Under their joint leadership, plans are afoot for the tribe to play important roles in the new library and
student center and in the upcoming Sesquicentennial. Recently, the Tribe pledged $100,000 of its
own funds toward this project—and unprecedented action on their part.
Few institutions of higher learning can claim such a positive and meaningful relationship with a
Native American tribe at any level for any reason. This remains a source of pride for all involved and
as a meaningful and inspiring example of how the university lives out its mission and how the tribe
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can look back to its forefathers for their prescience and wisdom in helping to create such a school for
the ongoing education of their people nearly 150 years ago.
SECTION 3.1.9. PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATION
While Ottawa University is a community of teachers and learners, it also has many business related
elements which are critical for its ongoing sustenance and success. For its size, the university is
really quite a complex organization. It operates multiple schools, in multiple cities and states, with
multiple educational modalities, serving an extremely diverse student body. Further, the university
functions in an industry which itself is undergoing absolutely unprecedented levels of economic,
technological, regulatory, and pedagogical change all of which has been stressing the organization, its
resources and its people to a very great degree.
In the end, an institution of higher learning is completely dependent on the caliber, commitment,
values, ingenuity and productivity of its human resources. Recognizing this early on, the leadership
of Ottawa University over the past five years has initiated the following:
1. A “fewer but better” hiring and compensation philosophy.
2. Implementation of a university wide, merit-based performance contracting and management
program.
3. Recruitment of top talent throughout the organization at levels of competence (and pay) never
previously contemplated.
4. Implementation of a strong, high performance oriented accountability structure and culture
where results count more than good effort.
5. A highly transparent “open book” policy of sharing the university’s major challenges,
accomplishments and financial status with all university employees.
6. Regular town halls to which all employees are invited, personally led by the president and
local leadership. In addition, various leaders communicate across all sites and departments
about major initiatives, updates, personnel changes, etc.
7. A new, matrix organizational model was developed which consists of three academic
governance schools which cut across “line of business” student enrollment and service units
including the College, the adult ground sites and online—all supported by robust university
wide support functions in finance, accounting, IT, process improvement, human resources,
marketing, governmental and regulatory affairs, and legal. Five years ago, none of the
schools existed, online was just getting started, the sites were semi-autonomous, and not one
of the university wide functions was properly staffed or funded. Today, each plays a powerful
and, in most cases, a highly effective role in advancing Vision 2020.
8. The president installed a new reporting structure including Vice Presidents, a President’s
Cabinet of top officers, and a Management Team. These groups meet often and regularly for
communication, information sharing, updates, decision-making and planning.
9. Many new compensation, hiring, onboarding, and training programs have been launched.
10. Special efforts have been made to strengthen compliance and a university hot line is in place
for the protection and support of all university employees.
11. New payroll and benefits programs have been installed and improved.
12. The university adopted a formal policy and commitment to diversity in all of its forms and has
used that statement to guide important decision-making and recruiting programs. Examples
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include the extension of employee benefits to same sex and domestic partners (the only
private college in Kansas to do so), appointment of persons of color to key academic and
administrative roles, and appointment of many females to key roles throughout the university.
13. The university engaged outside consultants to further educate faculty, staff and students in the
area of cultural competency.
14. An employee portal has been built and constantly upgraded to enhance and facilitate human
resource interactions, transactions and communications. Other systems have been acquired or
developed to reduce dependencies on paper and manual functions and to improve ease of
serving students and internal organizational clients.
15. The HR function itself has been staffed with experienced and professional talent capable of
providing the necessary support for an organization of nearly 300 full time employees and 500
to 800 adjunct professors.
16. A number of improvements have been made to academic governance and leadership structures
(see above Section on Academic Affairs).
Leading and managing such a complex organization, especially under the duress of unprecedented
environmental, financial, and competitive forces all interacting at once, severely tests leaders and
employees alike. It is fair to say that Ottawa University personnel in many instances have
experienced a pace of change which would daunt any organization. With some notable exceptions,
they have managed to deal with all of this with a degree of success and general good will and
equanimity that is quite literally remarkable, proving over and over that the OU Spirit is alive and
well here. The pace and dimensions of such change unfortunately can have downside effects as well,
and as the university looks ahead, the president, board and all OU leadership will be continually
tested as will all OU employees in their ability to anticipate and respond appropriately to existing and
future challenges and opportunities.
SECTION 3.1.10. INITIATIVES RELATED TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
Under the leadership of former board chair, Mr. Jeff Hull, a 1988 graduate of Ottawa University, and
current chair, Dr. Henry “Hank” Scherich, also an OU alum from 1960, the board of trustees
instituted a number of important changes in its structure, bylaws, and processes as follows:
1. The board size was reduced from 39 to 30 members in total, including 27 term members and
three positions, one each for the president, OU Alumni Association Board appointee, and the
Executive Minister of the ABCCR as ex officio.
2. Term limits were implemented for the first time with members serving three, three-year terms
unless “grandfathered” as officers of the board (subject to special terms).
3. All committees were reviewed for membership and charter and distinctions were made
between standing committees and committees which are to be called as necessary, with
appropriate realignment of reporting and leadership structures and timelines.
4. All committees have chairs and vice chairs specifically selected for their roles based on ability
and interest levels.
5. The relationship of the board to management has been both strengthened and clarified
productively.
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6. Committee time has been extended and each committee is staffed by an appropriate officer of
the university administration. Committees also meet before and after board meetings as
necessary to conduct their business.
7. Plenary time is used primarily for strategic conversations and presentations and key updates.
8. Each regular meeting of the board includes private time with the president in executive
session.
9. The role of the Committee on Trusteeship was strengthened to include regular trustee selfassessment, review of trustee performance and commitment levels, and recruiting of new
board members.
10. The President’s Council was formed to include retired board members, Life Trustees, and
others who act as friends to the university and as ambassadors in the communities served by
OU. This group, which was formed in the second year of President Eichner’s tenure, has
proven to be an excellent source of new board members (at least nine new board members
have come from this group thus far), ideas, and institutional support in many forms. Retired
board members find this group an excellent way to stay involved with OU and report that, in
some cases, they even prefer this to the more formal board structures and service
requirements.
11. Executive Committee meeting formats (which previously were replays of board meetings and
quite duplicative) have been altered to focus on specific issues and needs rather than general
reporting updates. Periodically, this group meets in a full day planning session to address the
strategy of the institution.
12. Gift commitment levels and expectations of board members have been materially increased
(board giving tripled in the first three years of Vision 2020 alone).
13. Enhancements have been made to faculty visitation and involvement with the board and the
President’s Council, as well as student engagement.
14. The board is now served by its own portal on the university website and efforts are made to
communicate with all constituencies about board membership and its activities.
15. The Management Review Committee of the Board formally reviews the president annually
and uses a performance based assessment tool which specifies the president’s major missions
for the year, specific targets and goals tied to bonus payouts, and a development and care plan
for him. This group sets the president’s compensation and with the president, regularly
reviews that of his top direct reports.
16. The Investment Committee was formally merged into the Budget and Finance Committee to
eliminate overlap and duplication.
17. The president and cabinet members deliver written operations reports in advance of each
meeting to save time and to focus issues for committee dialogue.
18. All new trustees receive formal orientation and indoctrination into their roles, the university’s
history, current strategies and issues, and financial education led by trustees and staff.
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SECTION 3.2. ENROLLMENT METRICS BY YEAR
Student Enrollment Summary

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

New Students - APOS

1,401

1,542

1,622

1,555

1,410

Total Unduplicated Students - APOS

4,136

4,211

4,315

4,214

3,722

New Students - College

215

229

244

246

236

Total Unduplicated Students - College

612

581

604

627

623

New Students - University Wide

1,616

1,771

1,866

1,801

1,646

Total Unduplicated Students - University Wide

4,748

4,792

4,919

4,841

4,345
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SECTION 3.3. AUDITED FINANCIAL OUTCOMES BY YEAR
Summary Balance Sheet
Income Statement
2008

Tuition and Fees
Room and Board
Fundraising
Earnings on Investments
Other
Total Revenue
Educational and General
Room and Board
Fundraising
Other
Total Expenses
Surplus (Deficit)

$25,491,360
$2,083,108
$3,206,058
($1,797,765)
$546,806
$29,529,567
$28,291,897
$2,855,253
$989,856
$991,982
$33,128,988
($3,599,421)

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

$27,815,882
$2,472,667
$2,550,658
($3,855,122)
$595,652
$29,579,737
$30,195,459$
$2,630,369
$976,621
$57,671
$33,860,120
($4,280,383)

$31,437,924
$2,837,227
$1,576,809
$1,479,383
$611,467
$37,942,810
$34,202,053
$2,649,851
$755,354
$84,887
$37,692,145
$250,665

$35,048,726
$3,328,232
$1,877,817
$3,201,467
$570,726
$44,026,968
$36,373,609
$2,900,415
$885,419
$95,879
$40,255,322
$3,771,646

$35,379,994
$3,385,132
$4,455,244
$106,748
$761,252
$44,088,371
$38,111,076
$2,989,137
$1,037,673
$20,580
$42,158,467
$1,929,904

$31,597,233
$3,195,724
$3,821,750
$2,078,829
$669,590
$41,363,126
$35,979,895
$3,046,962
$1,011,028
($69,586)
$39,968,298
$1,394,828

Liabilities and Net Assets
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Notes Payable (KANRAN)
Current Portion of LongTerm Debt
Accounts Payable and
Accrued Liabilities

$5,620,963

$2,043,863

$4,500,000

$3,750,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

$45,146

$761,422

$783,906

$828,462

$835,000

$870,000

$3,922,614

$3,615,837

$3,507,468

$3,627,272

$3,722,333

$3,253,444

Deferred Revenue

$3,006,141

$3,901,826

$2,147,707

$965,857

$1,318,156

$670,449

Total Current Liabilities

$12,594,864

$10,322,948

$10,939,081

$9,171,591

$7,875,489

$7,793,893

Long-Term Debt
Asset Retirement
Obligations

$15,844,819

$21,767,517

$20,357,462

$17,841,534

$18,130,000

$20,025,000

$425,619

$268,006

$170,708

$175,729

$180,593

$147,404

$418,066

$363,476

$320,342

$352,980

$303,580

$156,577

Student Loans Payable

$2,731,739

$2,758,401

$2,762,073

$2,734,384

$2,549,202

$2,542,357

Total Long Term Assets

$19,420,243

$25,157,400

$23,610,585

$21,104,627

$21,163,375

$22,871,337

Total Liabilities

$32,015,107

$35,480,348

$34,549,666

$30,276,218

$29,038,864

$30,665,230

Net Assets

$19,921,356

$15,640,973

$15,891,638

$19,663,284

$21,593,188

$22,988,016

Annuities Payable
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Cash
Bond Funds
Student Accounts Receivable
Donor Pledges Receivable
Other Receivables
Inventories and Prepaid
Expenses
Student Loans Receivables
and Restricted Cash
Total Current Assets
Bond Funds
Donated Cash For Future
Projects
Property and Equipment, net
Investments
Donor Pledges Receivable
Student Loans Receivables
Bond Costs and Other
Total Long Term Assets
Total Assets

2008
$1,561,177
$251,563
$626,913
$170,198
$173,769

2009
$4,282,350
$725,679
$342,754
$332,017
$242,968

2010
$3,757,198
$743,443
$424,508
$392,286
$ 243,079

2011
$407,182
$772,974
$641,953
$643,686
$203,342

2012
$970,765
$787,781
$683,975
$1,476,695
$128,838

2013
$1,790,021
$806,307
$495,439
$1,662,044
$85,800

$702,728

$762,205

$663,911

$730,373

$790,947

$806,434

$769,856
$4,256,204

$407,266
$7,095,239

$217,182
$6,441,607

$331,754
$3,731,264

$541,858
$5,380,858

$358,182
$6,004,227

$3,081,606

$2,441,442

$1,797,207

$2,269,583

$1,134,792

$1,134,792

$$21,082,094
$21,014,993
$$1,968,891
$532,675
$47,680,259
$51,936,463

$$20,981,019
$17,183,102
$518,340
$2,407,049
$495,130
$44,026,082
$51,121,321

$$20,891,382
$17,781,406
$451,093
$2,594,849
$483,760
$43,999,697
$50,441,304

$85,321
$20,120,957
$20,145,015
$617,044
$2,504,217
$466,101
$ 46,208,238
$49,939,502

$225,851
$19,687,162
$19,974,923
$1,479,518
$2,332,004
$416,944
$45,251,193
$50,632,052

$1,555,506
$19,336,740
$21,320,919
$1,400,240
$2,435,482
$398,131
$47,581,808
$53,586,035

Summary Statement of Cash Flows
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Surplus (Deficit)
Depreciation and Other
(Gains) and Losses on
Investments
Donated Cash For Future
Projects
Change in Current Assets
Change in Current Liabilities
Net Cash Provided (Used) by
Operations

($3,599,421)
$682,444

($4,280,383)
$1,689,093

$250,665
$1,799,635

$3,771,646
$2,115,477

$1,929,904
$2,100,056

$1,394,828
$2,134,602

$2,135,478

$4,170,055

($1,127,417)

($2,881,328)

$75,996

($1,916,246)

($226,304)
$13,807
$106,833

($212,914)
($735,733)
$432,979

($119,133)
($160,195)
($1,967,230)

($111,120)
($659,223)
($1,521,802)

($784,858)
($1,585,764)
$482,567

($117,403)
$38,429
($1,216,997)

($887,163)

$1,063,097

($1,323,675)

$713,650

$2,217,902

$317,213

Purchase of Fixed Assets
Purchase (Sale) of Investments
Change in Bond Funds
Change in Donated Cash For
Future Projects
Cash Provided by (Used) by
Investing Activities
Net Proceeds (Payments) on
Debt
Change in Student Loan
Restricted Cash
Cash Provided by (Used) by
Financing Activities
Increase (Decrease) In Cash
Cash - Beginning of Year
Cash - End of Year

($2,138,841)
$359,232
$ -

($1,623,204)
($338,155)
$ -

($1,734,318)
$529,113
$626,471

($868,513)
$517,719
($501,907)

($1,696,850)
$94,096
$1,119,984

($1,912,369)
$570,251
($18,525)

$226,304

$212,914

$119,133

$25,799

$644,328

($1,212,252)

($1,553,305)

($1,748,445)

($459,601)

($826,902)

$161,558

($2,572,896)

$3,397,498

$3,227,922

$1,068,566

($3,221,372)

($1,454,996)

$2,930,000

$124,520

$178,599

$189,558

($15,392)

($360,881)

$144,939

$3,522,018
$1,081,550
$479,627
$1,561,177

$3,406,521
$2,721,173
$1,561,177
$4,282,350

$1,258,124
($525,152)
$4,282,350
$3,757,198

($3,236,764)
($3,350,016)
$3,757,198
$407,182

($1,815,877)
$563,584
$407,182
$970,766

$3,074,939
$819,256
$970,766
$1,790,021
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SECTION 3.4. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
An outside consultant, Dr. Bill Weary, an individual with over thirty years of experience in higher
education consulting with over a hundred institutions described Ottawa University’s progress in the
past five years as “near-miraculous” and as “cause for celebration”. Miraculous or not, clearly there
has been some great progress and the institution is now poised for the next stages of the Vision 2020
endeavors.
Unfortunately, the half-life of a success in higher education these days is much shorter than it once
was. Ottawa University is able now to confront both challenges and opportunities at levels that were
previously not possible. But the former—while different—are not less daunting than many that were
present five years ago. There does not appear to be anything like breathing room despite all of the
progress that has been made. Enrollments have flattened and, in some sites, are trending down.
Thus, Ottawa University must continuously adapt its strategies and plans to realities that are changing
at ever-greater rates.
The next Chapter in the Plan seeks to address the environment in which the University now finds
itself and to outline the most significant of the trends that are developing.
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CHAPTER 4. ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN: MOVING FORWARD IN THE FACE OF
MAJOR DISRUPTIVE FORCES
Seldom does an industry experience multiple disruptive forces impacting simultaneously. But such is
the case for American higher education. Briefly, these forces can be summarized as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The economy and its impact on student behavior.
Governmental and regulatory impacts.
The impact of technology on learning models, delivery systems, and educational operations.
Intensified competitive forces with greater impact from for-profit institutions on enrollment
costs and on pricing from “free course” models such as Coursera, Kahn Academy, MOOC’s,
etc.

In this chapter of the Vision 2020 Strategic Plan, we will attempt to summarize these forces and their
impact, current and anticipated, on Ottawa University.
SECTION 4.1. THE ECONOMY AND ITS IMPACT ON STUDENT BEHAVIOR
For the sake of brevity, we will not in this section attempt to deliver mountains of data on the
economy as this information is readily available elsewhere, subject to variation by region and even
city, and is also subject to interpretation. Rather, we will focus on several key areas where we see a
cause and effect relationship that is relevant to students and how they and (where parents are
involved) their parents relate to higher education choices and decision-making.
Key observations are as follows:
The devastating effects of the “de-cession” of 2008 linger despite some decent recovery in some
sectors of the American and world economy. At this writing, official unemployment rates remain in
the mid to high 7’s, but even the government acknowledges that these unemployment rates do not
take into account the severely underemployed (persons who used to make much higher salaries now
employed at levels half or less than their previous income levels) and those who have simply stopped
looking for employment.
There are two principal effects of the concern and malaise that still hang over this sluggish economic
environment.
First, students and parents have become much more debt-averse. Just as the mortgage bubble debacle
now has homeowners thinking much differently about the levels of mortgage debt they are willing to
take on and lenders even more stringent in their underwriting standards, students and families are far
more concerned about student loan debt than ever before.
Student loan debt in America now exceeds any other form of consumer debt, topping the $1 trillion
mark for the first time in history. Every day it seems there is some new article in the press, some new
blog, some new newscast that emphasizes the hazards of “excess” borrowing by students who face
uncertain employment opportunities upon graduation. In the face of this constant barrage of negative
publicity, and an uneasy feeling about future economic prosperity, there is no question that students
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are seeking lower cost options (such as community colleges) at increasing rates and postponing or
slowing (adults especially) the pace at which they are pursuing their degrees, if they are pursuing
them at all.
This noise about student debt is growing despite the reality that the median debt for private, nonprofit
graduates is under $23,000 according to College Board statistics. Perhaps one reason is that the
median debt for graduates of for-profit institutions is over $33,000, nearly 44% greater. These are the
sorts of numbers that get quoted often out of full context, but that nevertheless have residual impact
in the minds of many.
Second, the same negative publicity and resultant fears have students increasingly concerned about
the value of higher education in general. Never mind that all studies continue to document that
college educated people earn many times what the average high school educated person earns over a
lifetime. Every prospective student and parent or adult learner seems to know someone who invested
in a college education and is now “covered up” with loan payments and yet has not found a suitable
job. A recent study by the Parthenon Group indicated that some 37% of those they surveyed had
begun to question the future value of a college degree despite all continuing evidence to the contrary.
That is an abnormally high number in the history of such studies and reveals breakage in what
previously seemed an unbreakable faith and belief in the desirability and related upward mobility
associated with a college education. A more recent study by the Pew Research Center indicates that
only 40% of consumers believe colleges provide an “excellent” or “good” value for the money
invested.
These two factors are impacting student behavior in major ways as follows:
1. Many are choosing lower cost options to reduce out of pocket investment in higher education.
2. Others are slowing the rate at which they take courses in order to align resources with their
expenses.
3. Many are limiting the amount of financial aid they will accept in the form of student loans of
any kind at any rate.
4. There is increased pressure for grants and scholarships exacerbating competition from
institutions for providing such assistance.
5. Students and families are behaving increasingly as consumers, demanding more from their
higher educational providers.
6. Some are opting to pursue alternative career paths outside of normal higher education
(vocational education, apprenticeships, etc.)
7. Students are selecting majors and careers increasingly based on their view of projected
employability and economic return and are less open, at least in the early stages of their search
processes, to the liberal arts and other aspects of higher education which those within the
profession deem essential for the development of the whole person.
8. Some students have chosen to “hide” inside higher education, taking advantage of government
and institutional financial assistance to “get by” in the absence of real or attractive
employment prospects. Some actually are “living” on their financial aid.
9. Federal and state governments are increasing the scrutiny and demands on accreditors and
institutions related to employability and forcing increasing transparency in ways that may
actually confuse or obfuscate perceived value on the part of students. The drive for
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transparency, while laudable on its face, may actually be reinforcing the negative perceptions
described above.
The net effect of all of this is to drive down enrollments nation-wide beyond demographic shifts and
to force institutions increasingly to spend precious financial resources at seemingly exponential rates
to attract and retain students. Enrollment management and marketing for all but the most elite
institutions has become a more critical strategic success factor than ever before.
Another major effect is to put pressure on tuition pricing. We are among those who believe that there
is a tuition bubble in American higher education not unlike the mortgage bubble that burst in 2007
and 2008. In fact, some of us believe that the tuition bubble (which has some remarkable similarities
to the mortgage bubble) has already burst and tuition rates may already be on their way down with
predictable effect on institutional returns and expense models.
SECTION 4.2. GOVERNMENTAL AND REGULATORY INFLUENCE
A federal government which is now fully awakened to the reality that student loan debt is now the
largest form of consumer borrowing in the U.S. economy, with much of it sourced directly from the
government itself, is understandably going to push for greater accountability and controls on its
investment in higher education. This is so even though few in government would argue that higher
education in its many forms is absolutely essential for the nation to remain competitive on a global
scale.
This same mentality exists at state and even local levels. On the one hand, there is great publically
expressed support for education and its aims. On the other, there is growing concern over the
unchecked escalation of college costs in relation to job prospects in a weaker economy.
This dichotomy is resulting in a number of outcomes such as these listed below:
1. Increased governmental scrutiny and attempts to legislate for accountability.
2. Pressures to reduce funding in general while tying access to federal and state forms of
financial aid to indices and performance indicators of various kinds.
3. Rising costs of administrative and reporting requirements on the part of educational
institutions necessary to satisfy new standards and reporting protocols.
4. Great pressure on accrediting bodies to “get the job done or else”. The “or else” includes
public speculation on the possibility of actually wiping out the role of independent accrediting
bodies to be replaced by governmentally controlled entities for the same purposes.
5. The pressure on the accreditors is, predictably, manifesting itself in many new requirements
and standards on those institutions reliant on such accreditation with consequences in costs,
distraction, and organizational models that can wreak havoc within them.
6. Federal and state governmental agencies are struggling to keep up with the explosion of
online programs and find themselves with models and requirements which were built for
times when college was done on ground in face to face environments rather than a virtual
world where institutions are serving students from all 50 states and many countries
simultaneously.
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7. A plethora of state authorizing regulations and related costs has emerged, forcing greater
complexity and confusion on providers. While there are some potentially promising
explorations of regional or even nation-wide standards underway, none is close to general
acceptance at this writing.
8. Standards for “gainful employment” and government produced “scorecards” are inherently
flawed and inevitably cast some institutions in unfavorable lights, some deservedly so and
some not. The extent to which these standards will affect consumer decisions remains to be
seen, but there is no question that all of this is designed to restrict institutional access to
federal financial aid coffers. The effect this ultimately will have on student access and student
success also remains to be seen, but it is safe to say that the law of unintended consequence
has found a new and fertile ground.
Clearly, with institutions dependent on the stamp of approval of accrediting bodies and on federal
financial aid sources to ensure competitiveness and attractiveness to prospective students, much is in
play and at risk in the governmental and regulatory climate. Institutions will need to be much more
transparent in their outcomes, much more attuned to an ever increasing array of requirements and
standards, and much more sophisticated in outcomes tracking, program design, data-driven decision
making, and relationship management with those who seek to fund and regulate them. Government
and regulatory affairs management must become a core competency in the institution of the future.
SECTION 4.3. THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON LEARNING MODELS, DELIVERY
SYSTEMS, AND EDUCATIONAL OPERATIONS
This force brings a fascinating set of threats and opportunities to the forefront for those leading higher
educational institutions. As internet capabilities, computing power, personal communications
devices, and video transmission methods and platforms have exploded, so, too, have the requirements
and the options for educational institutions.
SECTION 4.3.1. OBSERVATIONS ABOUT LEARNING MODELS
It is quite literally possible, using today’s technology—let alone what is coming—for a single
professor to reach hundreds of thousands of students around the world in one course and at any time
the student chooses. The emergence of online learning models redefined the “classroom” and in so
doing brought unprecedented access to millions of students. Already, that innovation is being
surpassed. In an environment where students can access content any number of ways cheaply and
efficiently, what now passes for online education will rapidly be supplanted by models that give
students choices between synchronous and asynchronous modalities, on their timeframe, with special
attention to individual needs and modality preference.
The paradigm of education in which students come to a physical (or even virtual) space to absorb the
information disseminated by the professor and by co-learners is being replaced by models in which
the information is disseminated before-hand through any number of alternative means (video, online,
lecture capture) and then discussed, debated and synthesized during class meeting time. This is
leading to many new alternatives.
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For example, at Ottawa, we are already piloting the “My Choice” model in which a student may
choose to take segments of a course either face to face or online, as suits the student’s needs,
preferences and schedules. Initial pilot projects have been met with great enthusiasm by students
who are able to tailor the model to their own needs and wants.
Some faculty are also experimenting with other technologies in an attempt to deliver a more
accessible and rewarding experience for students. Synchronous video is being used selectively to
allow students who are unable to physically attend a specific face-to-face class to join the class
remotely via video connection. High definition video is also allowing for low-enrollment classes
across sites to “join” together with a single instructor, providing a more robust learning environment
for both students and faculty.
A faculty member at the College has been using a small lecture capture device to record parts of
lectures from a live classroom. The captured lecture elements are then posted on YouTube for
students to review as needed. This provides an opportunity for students to review material presented
in class on an anytime, anywhere basis using any device with internet access.
SECTION 4.3.2. OBSERVATIONS ABOUT DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Higher Education is rapidly transitioning from a Field of Dreams – “build it and they will come”
mentality to one of understanding consumer behavior with respect to what students want from an
educational experience, and shaping the academic delivery models around consumer requirements.
As noted, Ottawa is already working with some innovations such as MyChoice and synchronous
video in an attempt to better recognize student preferences. There are a number of other models
being used in higher education (e.g. flipped classrooms) but there is no singularly perfect delivery
system that will address all student learning preferences. Consequently, the higher education
landscape will evolve rapidly in the pursuit of more effective and consumer friendly delivery systems.
There are some fundamentals that will likely drive most delivery system development. New
models must accommodate the opportunity for both synchronous and asynchronous learning,
recognizing personal learning style preferences; they must be flexible allowing for the student to
continue with the learning process regardless of personal circumstances; and
mobility/convenience requiring access to the learning experience anytime, anywhere, any device
will be paramount. Delivery systems will also demand a high level of technical proficiency and
performance. New generation delivery systems will depend heavily on technical infrastructures
that are robust, reliable, scalable, and highly available. Modern consumers/students have high
technical expectations and will associate perceived product quality with technical performance.
SECTION 4.3.3. OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON
EDUCATIONAL OPERATIONS
While an enormous amount of creative and transformative thought about new generation delivery
systems will need to be faculty driven, there will be a corresponding pressure to make technical
systems more nimble and flexible to accommodate ever changing learning models. Information
Technology (IT) which has historically been more focused on creating and maintaining infrastructure
that largely supports institutional administrative processes will now need to become far more agile
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and responsive to a quickly changing learning environment. More of the traditional IT infrastructure
will be streamlined and outsourced (mostly cloud-based) while the energy and resources within IT
will be repurposed around developing architectures designed to deliver teaching/learning systems to a
diverse and global clientele. Part of the challenge will be funding the turnover in technologies as new
and better methods for delivery systems are adopted. The funding for technology will almost
certainly need to grow in order to keep pace with this shifting landscape.
SECTION 4.4. THE IMPACT OF COMPETITIVE FORCES
The major competitors to Ottawa University can be arrayed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Traditional residential liberal arts colleges.
Larger, state-sponsored institutions.
Community colleges.
For profit colleges, ground and online.
Alternative institutions such as Coursera, Tutor, Kahn Academy.

We live and function today in a world where an institution competes with another organization in the
morning and may partner with that competitor in the afternoon. It is in that sense, an increasingly
boundaryless world. Yet, it is possible to identify specific types of competitors as we have done
above, and to draw out some fairly discrete patterns in how they compete and their relevant strengths
and weaknesses, adjusting of course for individual variations.
SECTION 4.4.1. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OUR RELATIVE TO TRADITIONAL
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES IN KANSAS/MIDWEST
This group represents tremendous variations on almost every dimension. If we are comparing to the
KICA schools (Kansas Independent College Association), we will get one set of comparisons. If we
are comparing to other similar sized institutions in other parts of the country, we could get something
entirely different. For this purpose, we are not comparing Ottawa to the more “elite” liberal arts
colleges around the United States. Rather, we will compare ourselves to the KICA types of
institutions with which we are most often compared and with which we share common objectives and
circumstances. We will use a simple assessment taxonomy for these purposes, with Ottawa either
above average, average, or below average relative to the norm of a group of 25 colleges in Kansas,
Oklahoma and Missouri and whether the category performance is stable, rising or declining.
Current competitive self-assessment is as follows:
Facilities and campus physical appeal:
Mission/Vision clarity:
Mission/Vision buy-in:
Faculty credentials, engagement:
Academic quality/standards/rigor:
Admissions standards:
Auxiliary sources of income:
Pricing:
Student recruiting capabilities:
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Above average, rising
Above average, stable
Average, stable
Average, stable, varies
Average, rising
Average, stable
Above average, declining
Average, stable
Average, stable to declining
34

Student retention and success:
Marketing:
Endowment and financial stability:
Management team:
Community relations:
Fundraising:
Athletic programs:
Performing arts programs:
Campus life programs:
Alumni relations:
Government and regulatory relations:
Technology deployment:
Management information systems:
Ability to forge strategic relationships:

Above average, rising
Below average, rising rapidly
Average, stable, but under pressure
Above average, stable
Above average, rising
Above average, rising
Above average, rising
Average, rising
Average, stable to rising
Average, rising
Above average, stable
Above average, rising
Above average, stable
Above average, rising

SECTION 4.4.2. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OTTAWA UNIVERSITY RELATIVE TO
STATE INSTITUTIONS
Ottawa would be deemed to compare favorably on dimensions one would expect when comparing
private, four year liberal arts colleges with larger state institutions. These would include:
Favorable Comparison:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Faculty-student ratio.
Personal attention.
Values-based educational approach.
“Whole person” development.
Opportunities to participate in co-curricular activities.
Personal relationships.
Advising and personal coaching.
Flexibility and student service mentality.

Unfavorable Comparison:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perception of costs (price vs reality after unfunded scholarship aid).
Number of programs.
Certain types of student life programs (fraternities, party culture, etc.).
Opportunities for research based programs and majors.
“Prestige” in local market areas.

Overall, Ottawa can be quite competitive with state institutions, especially after factoring in the
institutional aid our residential students receive to make OU more cost-competitive than the
uninformed might conclude. Generally, the students who are considering Ottawa have already
determined to seriously look at smaller schools and are open to them as options. Most others have
already determined that they prefer the large campus life as they imagine it to be, and there is often
little to be done to change their minds.
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SECTION 4.4.3. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OTTAWA RELATIVE TO COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
The principal advantage of community colleges to Ottawa is in tuition, pure and simple. Ottawa
occasionally will lose out to community colleges in the student selection process for reasons of
convenience or uncertainty on the part of the prospect regarding readiness for college or, possibly
uncertainty regarding post collegiate plans.
Ottawa is quite aggressive in its efforts to collaborate and partner with community colleges. We tend
to see them as allies more than competitors, especially when we can forge special relationships with
them to accommodate transfer of credit and other programs. They have been and will continue to be
a major feeder source for our adult programs in particular.
SECTION 4.4.4. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OTTAWA RELATIVE TO FOR-PROFIT
INSTITUTIONS
We view this group as the most threatening of all competitors, especially in the adult market space.
Following is our general assessment:
Favorable:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Image of non-profit vs for-profit schools in general.
Personal attention and commitment to student welfare.
Attention to academic quality factors.
Overall cost to students.
Retention, persistency, graduation and placement rates.
Attitudes of many in congress, in state legislatures, and in the accreditation community about
such institutions.

Unfavorable:
1. Capital structure.
2. Marketing, advertising, and enrollment management power.
3. Variety of program offerings.
4. Technology platforms.
5. Systems acumen.
6. Scalability of programs.
7. Political lobbying power.
8. Legal resources.
9. Corporate relations.
10. Facilities.
The impact of for-profits has been extraordinary and is likely to continue as long as they have
continued access to federal financial aid and reasonable accreditation. Our greatest asset is our
reputation generally and specifically in certain cities and our ability to forge specific kinds of
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agreements with intermediaries where we can compete “hand to hand” rather than trying to match
their investments in advertising and other forms of lead generation activities.
Adding to the complexity of all of the aforementioned competitive factors is the impact of multi-state
operations. This has become an increasingly difficult problem, particularly for institutions of
Ottawa’s size. Multi-state operations take all of the other competitive factors and multiply their
impact which can strain resources. Multi-state operations often mean separate marketing strategies
that recognize the competitive structure of each market, the differential costs and effectiveness of
various marketing modalities in the respective markets, and even the differential appeal of certain
types of programs.
Large for-profit institutions often have the fiscal resources to create local strategies within broader
national strategies, and find it somewhat less difficult to at least create the perception of local market
tailoring of messages and programming. Smaller not-for-profit institutions find it difficult to meet the
competition “head-on” in market to market competition if they try to use the same strategies as their
larger competitors.
Interestingly, what is an apparently significant challenge can be offset by a competitive edge if these
institutions choose to “play a different game”. That is, smaller institutions may find a stronger
position in seeking ways to create more personal connectivity in their markets. This can be done
through local partnerships with community colleges, corporate and mid-sized businesses, and through
niche programs. These approaches substitute more effort and deeper pursuit of carefully selected
opportunities for expensive, large scale advertising and competition for digital leads to support
enrollment. By “slipping under the radar” of larger competitors, the smaller institutions have the
opportunity to imbed themselves in segments of a market rather than in a surface level approach to
the entire market.
The imbedded model is more work, and slower to build, however, its results create the opportunity
for sustainable, long term pipelines to segments of multiple markets that are not dependent so much
on expensive day-to-day lead building as they are on ongoing and growing referrals from the market
relationships that have been cultivated. Although not as “flashy” as large scale advertising and other
lead building efforts, imbedded models have the opportunity for more enduring relationships that are
not as easily impacted by larger scale competitor whose strategies differ greatly in their pursuit of the
market as a whole.
SECTION 4.4.5. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT OF OTTAWA UNIVERSITY RELATIVE TO
FREE COURSE INSTITUTIONS
This landscape is only now developing. Clearly, if the Coursera’s of the world gain traction with
credit awards rivaling those of more traditional institutions, and do so at little or no cost (which is
difficult to understand from a business model perspective), this would be a truly disruptive force in
the higher educational marketplace. For now, these institutions bear monitoring, not only as
competitive threats, but possibly as allies or future partners on some basis and as exemplars of
innovation.
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They are not currently a major competitive force, but if an appropriate business model is developed,
that could change in a hurry.
SECTION 4.4.6. Summary
While this environment presents some extraordinary challenges and in fact actually threatens the
future of higher education as we know it today, there are also some opportunities emerging for those
institutions which are fleet of foot, innovative, and can deliver some exceptional value to students.
As will be seen in upcoming chapters, our Vision 2020 Strategic Plan attempts to position Ottawa
University to be not only a survivor in the shake out ahead, but an institution which is stronger for its
reaction to and anticipation of these forces.
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CHAPTER 5. STATEMENT OF STRATEGIC INTENT
OTTAWA UNIVERSITY’S STATEMENT OF STRATEGIC INTENT IS:
•

TO HONOR MISSION AND VISION BY SERVING TRADITIONAL AGE RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMUTER STUDENTS, ADULT LEARNERS, INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS,
AND CORPORATE SPONSORED LEARNERS IN WAYS THAT HELP THEM TO
ACHIEVE EXCEPTIONAL PERSONAL AND CAREER OUTCOMES.

•

WE INTEND TO OFFER OUR SERVICES AND PROGRAMS AT PRICING LEVELS
THAT ARE SEEN AS AN EXTRAORDINARY VALUE IN THE COMPETITIVE
MARKETPLACE OF HIGHER EDUCATION WITH A SPECIAL VIEW TO ENSURING
ACCESS BY TRADITIONALLY UNDERSERVED STUDENT POPULATIONS.

•

TO ACCOMPLISH THESE OBJECTIVES, THE UNIVERSITY WILL ORGANIZE ITS
OFFERINGS THROUGH A CAREFULLY ORCHESTRATED SUITE OF EDUCATIONAL
PLATFORMS INCLUDING OUR TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS MODEL,
WELL DEVELOPED ADULT CENTERS, AND A ROBUST ONLINE PROGRAM.

•

THE UNIVERSITY WILL PARTNER SELECTIVELY WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
AND INSTITUTIONS AND ITS ALUMNI AND FRIENDS WHERE SUCH
PARTNERSHIPS SATISFY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
ENHANCE GROWTH; AUGMENT OFFERINGS; STRENTHEN QUALITY AND
STUDENT SATISFACTION; REDUCE COSTS; SPEED ENTRY TO NEW MARKETS.

The rationale for this strategic intent can be summarized as follows:
1. Strategy must inherently derive from Mission and Vision and be consistent with the
institution’s core values.
2. Ottawa has a long history of serving the underserved and has built much of its current
successes on serving these audiences.
3. There is little room in the educational marketplace for “me too” positioning.
4. The university operates in an increasingly boundaryless environment in which few institutions
can afford a “go it alone” strategy.
5. Cost and perceived value from the perspective of the “consumer” (students, parents, sponsors)
are already a critical decision dimension. It will become more so in the years ahead.
6. Much lower cost models will emerge and will challenge the higher educational status quo.
7. The university employs a management team that can deliver on this position.
8. This statement of intent has the potential of mobilizing faculty in appropriate ways—a critical
aspect of our future success.
9. This statement of strategic intent is largely consistent (with a few exceptions) with the
institution’s culture and norms.
10. Open markets include those with substantial funding support; e.g., health care, not just those
that are traditionally underserved or those with limited funding.
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11. The university is most likely going to need to focus precious marketing and other resources on
deep vertical markets rather than attempting to compete across the board with more generic
programmatic offerings.
12. Major growth in higher education will be coming from emerging middle classes or from
government supported efforts originating in other nations such as China, Korea, Vietnam,
Venezuela, Brazil, India, Ghana, and Saudi Arabia. The university will need to see itself
increasingly as one operating in a global arena.
This rationale undergirds the strategic plans and initiatives that follow in the remaining chapters of
this plan document.
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CHAPTER 6. PROJECT VIRTUOSO AND PROGRAM PRIIORITIES BY SCHOOL
SECTION 6.1. VIRTUOSO
As the landscape of higher education changes with increasing speed as evidenced by the emergence
of such phenomena as MOOCs, flipped classrooms, Coursera, Khan Academy and several other new
educational models, the University has embraced an initiative to assess the student experience and
seek to improve it dramatically wherever possible. This initiative, named “Virtuoso” by the president
was introduced as a concept during the Management Advance in February 2012. His charge was to
develop the next generation of what is now known as online education and to do so in ways that
dramatically improve student outcomes and experiences and to reduce the overall cost of delivery to
students. The then Vice President for Online and the University CIO were appointed to co-lead the
initiative.
In May of 2012, a Virtuoso summit was held which included representation from the faculty,
academic technology, curriculum design, process improvement, information technology, and
management. The purpose was to create a shared vision for what Virtuoso could become, and initiate
a period of discussion, interrogation, and research and testing of technologies designed to enrich the
academic experience. The assumption was that the concept of achieving excellence in all dimensions
of the student experience would be dynamic and fluid in contemporary higher education. As a result,
the Virtuoso team spent about a year following the initial summit on understanding the scope of the
charge and exploring avenues of new opportunity.
One of the most salient points to grasp regarding Virtuoso is that it is meant to be a transformative
influence to the culture of the University. Virtuoso is not so much a project, but a movement to build
the quest for excellence into every dimension of University life and to undergird the University’s
strategic intent relative to its “extraordinary value” proposition.
In May of 2013, the lead for the Virtuoso initiative was assigned to the University CIO. The CIO is
attempting to build language around Virtuoso that creates common understanding and provides a
platform for developing specific action plans. The most current structure for informing the Virtuoso
concept is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Engage faculty in the research, design, and execution of an outstanding academic delivery system.
Leverage contemporary resources and technologies to refresh existing courses/majors.
Develop course delivery models that optimize class size and faculty resources across the
University, while accommodating student learning preferences and lifestyles.
Understand and document the student lifecycle in order to identify opportunities for improving
the student experience.

The Virtuoso initiative has developed organizational integrity through the establishment of six teams
with members from across the University. These teams are Strategic Leadership, Operations
Leadership, Faculty Development, Curriculum Development, Student Support, and Business
Assessment. The Strategic Leadership Team provides executive oversight to the overall direction of
the initiative. The remaining teams function in a “hub and spoke” manner. The Operations
Leadership Team is the hub and provides direction, support, coordination and communication to the
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“spoke” teams. Team leaders for the spoke teams are all members of the Operations Leadership
Team. This structure was designed to facilitate communications and cooperation across the
University, recognizing that improving the student experience is a complex challenge often requiring
cross-departmental participation.
All team leaders and team members currently hold other positions in the University but have agreed
to serve as team members for the Virtuoso initiative. All bring unique perspective and insight to the
challenges of improving the student experience. Approximately 35 faculty and staff are serving on
the teams. This structure is intended to be dynamic and the number and function of the teams, as well
as the members, may well change as the initiative evolves. Recently, it has been recognized that it is
necessary to deploy a few more of these individuals on a full-time or new full-time basis.
Operating expenses incurred on behalf of the initiative must be absorbed within existing departmental
budgets and via the institution’s contract with Blackboard. While this presents some immediate
constraints, the eventual goal of Virtuoso is to create a culture shift leading to “student experience
improvements” being routinely budgeted departmentally as opposed to creating a centralized
Virtuoso department. There is a Virtuoso capital budget allocation ($172,000) for FY 2013-14 and
the recently revised contract with Blackboard stipulates over $1 million per year of direct and indirect
support. These funds are currently designated for technologies supporting the refresh and new
development of courses/majors as well as new delivery models.
The initiative has spawned four current projects: the MBA program will be completely refreshed,
building in contemporary content as well as new technologies and delivery systems that enrich the
learning experience; Blackboard’s e-Portfolio solution is being currently deployed; Blackboard’s
Community system is scheduled for adoption; the Student Support Team has begun the process of
identifying critical, non-curricular events in the student lifecycle.
It is expected that the Virtuoso initiative will impact the University in both dramatic and subtle ways
with some changes that may be revolutionary and others more evolutionary.
SECTION 6.2. ANGELL SNYDER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS - OVERVIEW OF CURRENT
STRATEGY
The business school of the future must be as innovative, dynamic and agile as the world for which it
prepares its students. In a rapidly changing environment, a faculty grounded in theory, practical
experience and application must develop and disseminate the knowledge necessary for the business
and not-for-profit communities to anticipate and take advantage of future challenges. The business
school must develop its students into visionary leaders who drive innovation, think critically,
challenge the status quo and inspire trust. To do so, the school must provide a broad academic
preparation that focuses on business disciplines with underlying emphases on leadership skills,
strategic perspectives, analytical powers and a sense of social responsibility in a global context. These
philosophies will permeate every aspect of the School of Businesses curriculum. The highly
interdisciplinary nature of business disciplines naturally provides breadth by combining and
extending concepts from related disciplines including the social sciences, humanities, information
technology, economics and statistics. The combination of high potential students, a creative faculty
and a vibrant business community provides the foundation for a productive learning environment and
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a highly successful business school. However, the recent decision to deploy a full-time dean to lead
what could possibly become a fourth school—the School of Applied Sciences—will likely mean that
the Health Care Management students will be served by that new school.
Angell Snyder School of Business Mission: Deliver an integrated and disciplined educational
experience that develops global leaders who exercise innovative and critical thinking, impact their
communities, and lead lives of significance.
Current status: The School of Business offers 11 degree programs, 9 undergraduate and 2 graduate.
The Business Administration major (Graduate and Undergraduate combined) is the largest major
university wide. The School of Business has the largest student enrollment University wide. In
addition, there has been significant growth in the Health Care Management major (especially online)
that now makes it the second largest major in the business school closely followed by the
Management major. Accounting, Human Resources and Management Information Systems are
substantial but considerably smaller than the three largest majors. Public Administration enrollment
is small and problematic. Two new majors, Business Economics and Marketing have strong potential
for growth and are already gaining traction.
The School of Business currently offers 11 University-wide concentrations (entrepreneurship, global
operations, leadership, human resource management, social enterprise management, health care
management, marketing, management, long-term care administration, finance, and economics for the
undergraduate programs and 5 concentrations (leadership, finance, human resources, marketing and
health care management) for the graduate programs. These concentrations exist for two purposes; (a)
to serve student interests and (b) to measure demand (for possible major development).
The School of Business also hosts the David C. Owen Leadership Institute (OLI). To date, activity in
this institute has been limited to leadership seminars organized under the “leadership matters” series
and the OLI series.
The Angell Snyder School of Business also hosts an annual symposium dedicated to professional
development of students, faculty, alumni and community. Themes such as Economic Freedom and
Servant Leadership (in conjunction with OLI) have been delivered successfully.
Angell Snyder Statement of strategic intent (Vision): To become a business school of distinction
and significance. Our hallmark will be leaders who have demonstrable technical and analytical
capabilities combined with high interpersonal skills and a strong moral compass leading to a life of
significance
The Angell Snyder School of Business will develop leaders who have significant depth and breadth in
strategy, marketing, sales management, finance, accounting, operations management, MIS,
organization development and human resources. While generating competencies in these areas,
special attention will be given to principle-based leadership, global focus and the broad-based
integration of the liberal arts.
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SECTION 6.2.1. 2020 SCHOOL OF BUSINESS – OVERARCHING GOAL
As described below, the critical components of our strategy are drawn from and coincide with, the
principal goals of the University‘s Vision 2020 Strategic Plan. The Angell Snyder School of Business
is committed to:
Enrollment Growth: We intend to increase enrollment in the School of Business at a rate of 10%
annually, from the current 2000 unduplicated headcount (active students), to 4000 in FY 19/20,
consistent with the University‘s Vision. This growth requires several additional new majors and
programs at the undergraduate level and at least one additional program at the graduate level.
Commensurate faculty and infrastructure implications exist.
SECTION 6.2.2. 2020 SCHOOL OF BUSINESS – STRATEGIC THRUSTS
1. Accreditation: Our first priority is reaccreditation. We will achieve HLC reaccreditation with no
focus visits and with ready approvals of new programs as requested. We also plan to begin the
process with ACBSP with accreditation completed by FY 14/15. While a costly and time
intensive process we believe this is not an option but an absolute cost of doing business.
Additionally, once accredited, we plan to offer chapters of SIFE and Delta Mu Delta Honor
Society (in addition to our current DECA club and Sigma Beta Delta Honor Society) to further
enhance the students experience in the School of Business.
2. Work Ready Graduates: The core Pathway Curriculum Model of educational delivery builds
graduates that are ready for entry into the work world carrying with them the strength of the
liberal arts based education coupled with the specific certifications required by their requisite
fields. Some anticipated programs that would lead to work-ready graduates would include the 4 +
1 in Accounting, allowing the student to graduate with the master’s of Accountancy and be ready
to sit for the CPA, and the bachelor’s in Finance (proposed), which will culminate with the CFP
or CHFC certifications. In addition we will analyze the market for new majors including (but not
limited to) production & operations management (lean and six sigma certifications), finance,
leadership studies and sales management by FY 14/15. The School of Business’s underlying
emphases on leadership skills, strategic perspectives, analytical powers and a sense of social
responsibility in a global context, all contribute to preparation of work ready graduates. A total of
two certification ready degrees are proposed for implementation by FY 15/16.
Experiential education and career transition readiness are also important facets of the learning
experience in the Angell Snyder School of Business. As such, we will build, in collaboration with
the ADAWE Center and the other Schools, an effective “Experience Program” for business
students across the University that includes internships, practicum, and career development
assessment, training and placement by FY 15/16.
3. Innovation in Delivery Methods: The proposed delivery options by the School of Business will
focus on innovative offerings that allow the student to complete degrees at an accelerated rate and
move seamlessly from the BA, to the MBA or MA or possibly, to the DBA if desired. The
offerings will leverage our existing degree line-up in order to maximize economies of scale and
shorten the traditional timeframe to bring programs from concept to fruition from years to
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months. By FY14/15 the 4 + 1 in Accounting, and by FY 15/16 the Doctorate in Leadership,
could be marketable. In addition the 3+1+1 (AA to BA to MBA) and expanded health care
registries articulation will be extended via the Maricopa and Johnson County Community College
systems (and others) will also be developed.
The School of Business will take a lead role in the development and execution of new delivery
methodologies. Project Virtuoso, a new look at education delivery that blurs the lines between
online and on ground teaching (taking the best from each), is being pioneered by Ottawa
University. The School of Business intends to be an innovator, driver and early adopter of this
new method.
4. Innovative Pathway Programs: Central to the University‘s model, the CPPG (Schmidt Center
for Personal and Professional Growth) places Liberal Arts at the center of everything we do. To
encourage interdisciplinary education at the undergraduate level, we will develop major, minor,
and concentration offerings involving faculty members from the schools of Education and Arts &
Sciences. While our undergraduate majors are already highly interdisciplinary, this strategy
allows students to combine an in depth study of another area with our majors. Doctorate and
undergraduate degrees in Leadership are proposed degrees that fit this model. Leadership
programs provide the opportunity to infuse theory and practical application from and across all
schools. The School of Business will lead the effort to institute case teaching methodology across
all curricula focusing on the integration of the liberal arts. At least one interdisciplinary program
is proposed for implementation by FY 14/15.
5. Advancement/Development: Plans focused exclusively on fundraising are unlikely to succeed.
Plans that develop relationships with alumni and the external community can succeed. We plan to
establish a strategy to work closely with the Advancement Office, engage our alumni and the
community and to educate them about the value that the University and the Business School can
add to society. By FY 14/15 the $3MM capital campaign goal for the business school will be
achieved and advancement efforts sustained. In addition, we will work closely with University
marketing to focus attention on building the Angell Snyder and Owen Leadership brands.
6. Corporate & Executive Education: In order to serve the corporate and not-for-profit
communities, we will implement a strategy to develop non-degree executive education, training,
and consulting services. Timely programs are designed to transform business executives into
leaders who can address the complex challenges and seize the emerging opportunities laid out
before them. Our corporate education and training unit will deliver certificate and on-site
educational opportunities targeted specifically to the client identified needs of their particular
business by FY 15/16.
7. Centers of Excellence: We will implement a strategy to develop centers that involve areas where
the School has strong expertise, and where there is strength and need in external communities.
The David C. Owen Leadership institute was established in 2010 and a strategy for growth of
programs and services has been developed. In addition, we will implement at least one more
center of excellence by FY 2016/17 that includes naming and funding of at least $2MM. This
center is currently projected to be an Institute for Finance and Economics and will include a
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center for financial analysis, however we will stay flexible and respond to donor interests and
market demands.
8. B-school Structure/Systems/Process: We will focus on structure, systems, and processes while
progressing toward Vision 2020. This includes (but is not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•

Conversion to school-based budgeting
Enhanced performance management and faculty development
Advisory board development
Assessment of school performance through the eyes of our stakeholders
Enhanced collegiality and participation

SECTION 6.2.3. 2020 SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 2011 – 2020 STRAGETIES SUMMARY
Over the next several years by FY 19/20, we intend to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the B-School headcount at the College to 200 and APOS/Online headcount to 4000 (this
number will obviously be affected if Health Care Management moves to a new school).
Have the 4 + 1 in Accounting (which includes the MS Accounting degree) approved through HLC
and implemented as well as a prescribed pathway for attainment of the CPA,
Complete our reaccreditation by HLC and have accreditation by ACBSP,
Complete development of and strategic hiring of key faculty for the, finance, marketing,
leadership and production/operations management programs,
Complete the capital campaign for the business school,
Establish our international footprint in at least four (4) countries and have significant enrollment
both online and on ground including effective international travel experiences for students,
Establish our corporate education and development division at all APOS sites,
Establish at least one new Institute/Center and fully develop the Owen Leadership Institute,
Establish a collaborative and effective experiential learning and career development process for
business school students across the University,
Significantly enhance the brand recognition of the Angell Snyder School of Business and Owen
Leadership Institute,
Build an Institute for Finance and Economics,
Develop tangible financial support for a Center for Financial Analysis,
Build an active and effective advisory board,
Develop/implement a process to have stakeholders assess our performance,
Make case-based teaching methodology pervasive across all programs and build case-based
classrooms (with appropriate technology) at the campus and APOS sites,
Lead the way in the development and execution of Project Virtuoso, and establish a research grant
program to build faculty opportunities and School reputation.
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SECTION 6.3. SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES – OVERVIEW OF CURRENT STRATEGY
Current Status
Ottawa University’s new School of Arts and Sciences (SAS) provides the University with a
foundational framework for Liberal Arts education. The School of Arts and Sciences includes the
majors of Art, Biology, Communication, English, History, Human Services, Mathematics, Music,
Psychology, Christian Studies in Ministry, Sociology, and Theatre. The University’s concentrations,
which serve the SAS, include Adult Education, Communication, Human Resources, Long‐Term Care
Administration, Management, Management of Community‐Based Organizations, Marketing,
Advertising, Broadcasting, Business Communication, Journalism, Public Relations, Speech
Performance, Visual Communication, Entrepreneurship (College only), Global Operations (College
only), Leadership (College only). Minors include Accounting, Business Administration, Human
Resources, Management, Human Services, Psychology, Marketing, Adult Education,
Communication, Women's Studies, Christian Studies, Exercise Science, Coaching, Recreation and
Sports Administration, Information Technology Systems, Theatre, Health Care Management,
Mathematics, and Philosophy.
APOS and The College: The strategic plan for the School of Arts and Sciences constitutes a guide for
the development and future of the Arts and Sciences program, and includes both the APOS division
of the University and the College. This program development planning process historically separated
the two environments (APOS and The College) into two exclusive initiatives; however, after initial
progress was made, this course was reversed to combine the two environments for more effective
planning purposes and to more fully strengthen the core objectives of the School of Arts and
Sciences. Eventually, both the College and APOS will develop more unique and targeted plans that
focus on the special populations they serve.
The APOS and College educational programs provide opportunity for both adult and traditional age
students to achieve appropriate educational goals. The outcomes of the two environments should
complement each other and share a common mission, purpose, focus and plan. It is recognized that
the residential College environment provides significantly more opportunity for interpersonal
mentoring of students and extracurricular opportunities for traditional students are more easily
planned and accomplished at a residential campus than what is often possible on adult campuses or
online. However, both learning environments share a common expectation in that career markets will
demand similar outcomes and graduates will be entering or continuing in similar job markets.
Statement of Strategic Intent
(A) To become a recognized school of excellence by the public and within the arts and sciences
higher education community, and be seen as dedicated to liberal learning, critical inquiry, and
service.
(B) To produce graduates who have a deep understanding of a discipline’s inherent processes,
concepts and theories.
(C) To develop exceptional practitioners, leaders and contributors within the natural sciences and
mathematics, social and behavioral sciences, communications, or arts and humanities.
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(D) To produce graduates dedicated to critical inquiry and positive action, intent on advocating for
student engagement of issues related to social justice and the well being of humanity.
Hallmark of the SAS will be a graduate who impacts society as a positive change agent or leader
and who demonstrates technical and analytical capabilities combined with highly effective
communication skills and strong ethical principles.
SECTION 6.3.1. SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES – OVERARCHING STRATEGIC
ENROLLMENT GOAL
Enrollment Growth
The School of Arts and Sciences intends to double its enrollment from the current 769 unduplicated
headcount to 1,515 by the end of fiscal 2020. The Strategic Phase 3 goals are to increase the College
headcount from 207 to 431 (108% increase) and APOS/Online headcount from 562 to 1084 (93%
increase) in this timeline. (NOTE: This growth requires the expansion of present majors, the addition
of new majors, program development, and investment in personnel and related expenditures. Program
additions will be necessary at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.)
SECTION 6.3.2. SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES – STRATEGIC FOCUS
A. Career Prepared Liberal Arts Graduates:
Although Arts and Sciences graduates will be prepared to seek employment in their discipline, they
will be broadly educated, think critically and holistically, and be prepared to use their capabilities to
make a positive difference in the world. The Arts and Sciences curriculum will include opportunity
for students to prepare for careers that require foundational preparation within an Arts and Sciences
discipline or have a more targeted career focus in related pre‐professional areas. This strategic plan
focuses on the development of “Target Programs,” which include the expansion of present programs
(along with additional investment in advertising and instructional resources) including (1) enhanced
bachelor‐level/preprofessional programs such as pre‐medical, pre‐veterinarian, and pre‐pharmacy
studies, (2) Psychology (BA to prepare for focus in graduate studies), (3) Communications ‐
specialized media (BA), (4) Human Services (BA), (5) Individualized majors, (6)
environment/conservation studies, (7) church or religious leadership, and (8) Interdisciplinary studies
or Major in Liberal Arts (General Studies).
B. Strengthen Delivery Methods:
Delivery of present and future programs in the School of Arts and Sciences will include refocused
attention to methodology, location, and level. The Arts and Sciences will continue to offer degrees at
the bachelor’s and master’s levels and may endeavor to develop appropriate programs at a higher
level that complement the bachelor’s and master’s offerings (long‐term goal). Programs will be
offered in the classroom, online, and in the traditional residential college setting. The focus will be to
enhance and strengthen the delivery of courses, while endeavoring to constantly improve the quality
of course content, including traditional and new curricular offerings that allow students to complete
degrees in a traditional setting (College – for traditional age group) or in an accelerated format (adult
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campuses and online). In addition, attention will be given to streamlined admission systems to allow
students who graduate from the BA program to move easily from the bachelor’s degree to the
master’s degree, regardless of methodology or location. Through Project Virtuoso and with the
inclusion of the online offerings in classroom‐focused campuses (traditional and adult), an economy
in course schedules is anticipated that will help keep costs at the present level or decrease costs.
C. Innovative Program Development:
The need for greater focus on our present programs is critical. It is imperative that marketing,
networking, and general awareness of the School’s programs gain traction. Future market
employment trends are very much in line with several of the School’s present offerings and moving
those offerings into a more aggressive marketing strategy is necessary for success. Innovative
program expansion will also be necessary for growth. The focus on “pre‐professional programs” at
the APOS sites and at the College will provide an expansion of our potential in Biology (College) and
result in increased enrollment throughout the School. In addition, within the Arts and Sciences is a
grouping of majors that may lend themselves to new program development through a cooperative
approach to curriculum development between the School of Arts and Science and the School of
Business. With some joint program development with the Angell Snyder School, for example,
programs that provide a “Management In” focus can be developed (for example, Environmental
Management, Management in Human Services or an MBA for Nurses). The unique blending of arts
and sciences majors with management curriculum should provide for additional majors that address
market demand and student interest.
D. Fund Raising and Development:
Fund development will be critical for the continued success of the School of Arts and Sciences.
Funding sources will include corporate support (in light of an enhanced “pre‐professional” emphasis)
and traditional sources, including grants and gifts. As a result of the traditional nature of the School of
Arts and Sciences, interest will be cultivated with foundations and public funding initiatives. Public
funding will likely focus on the areas of healthcare and human services, and should result in critical
relationships necessary to continue enrollment growth. In addition, the opportunity to re‐engage
alumni and University friends in the advancement of the Ottawa University liberal arts program will
inevitably provide opportunities for naming and new program funding. With the expansion of
programs, alumni networks and career placement, the “reach” of the School and the public awareness
of its programs should improve and result in new funding sources.
SECTION 6.3.3. SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES – STRATEGIES SUMMARY THROUGH
2014
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expand and develop programs that directly relate to School mission/vision and market demand
Strengthen and expand present offerings and develop target programs
Strengthen differentiation factors and communicate them effectively to appropriate constituencies
Strengthen and prepare academic organizational structure for growth
Build long‐term financial security and secure funding for program expansion for the School of
Arts and Sciences
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SECTION 6.4. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - OVERVIEW OF CURRENT STRATEGY
The Ed-School of the future must be innovative, rigorous and responsive as it prepares students for
tomorrow. In a fast-paced environment surrounded by regulations and public comment, a faculty
established in practical experiences, expertise in theory, and absorbed in application must be
dedicated to promote the university and Ed-School’s ideas along with the aspirations of public,
private and online worlds of education (preK-12, adult, higher), recreation, sport, and exercise
science. The Ed-School must exercise and promote holistic learning, global awareness, and cultural
competency as it molds responsible contributors to a diverse, pluralistic world. In collaboration with
the professional community and through contemporary, adaptive, and integrative curriculum, the EdSchool cultivates reflective inquirers and practitioners. The intent is grounded in philosophy and
applied curriculum where the mind, body, and spirit is considered and understood so that graduates
are prepared to provide quality learner-driven education or quality plans for the recreation, sport, or
fitness environments. The pathways provided to the students create an avenue for career readiness
and leadership opportunities.
Current status:
The School of Education academic programs include undergraduate majors in adult education, early
childhood education, elementary education, exercise science, physical education, and secondary
education. A recently approved concentration offered in Arizona and online is educational business
services, which is a joint development of the School of Education and the Angell Snyder School of
Business; it was created in collaboration with the Arizona Association of School Business Officers
(AASBO). In FY 12/13, the sport studies and mathematics education majors were developed for the
College site. Ottawa also hosts a post-baccalaureate teacher education programs offering students
already having a bachelor’s degree the opportunity to become certified/licensed to teach in either
Kansas or Arizona.
Graduate programs within the School of Education are built within a structure of a Master of Arts in
Education, with concentrations. Current concentrations include curriculum and instruction, early
childhood, education intervention, educational leadership, education technology, school guidance
counseling, school psychology, and special education – cross categorically. Ottawa University’s
professional education program (PEP) offers teacher continuing education opportunities in Kansas
and Arizona, with a variety of innovative, relevant courses and endorsements available.
Several programs have been re-tooled since 2011: elementary education, physical education, school
psychology, school guidance counseling, and educational leadership programs. Early childhood with
added special education track (BA and MAEd), curriculum and instruction (MAEd concentration),
and education technology (MAEd concentration) are all on the path for revisions for FY 13/14.
The teacher education programs in Kansas and Online are accredited by National Council of
Accreditation for Teacher Education (NCATE) (soon to be CAEP) and approved by the Kansas State
Department of Education. The teacher education programs in Arizona are approved by the Arizona
Department of Education.
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The School of Education hosts an annual teacher fair for career advancing graduates and alumni at the
Kansas site. Additional annual events include the Franklin County Children’s Literature Festival and
the Kansas Kid’s Fitness Day.
Over the past five years, teacher education enrollment has declined; whereas after adding the exercise
science and sport studies majors, the College has experienced increased enrollment in our health,
physical education and recreation department (HPER). The programs in HPER appear to be
promising additions.
The School of Education is committed to educating innovative, adaptable, and involved professionals in
mind, body, and spirit. These individuals will promote holistic learning, global awareness, and cultural
competency as responsible contributors to a diverse, pluralistic world.
Teacher Education will foster a learning community where committed educators are
REFLECTIVE INQUIRERS/REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONERS with knowledge and skills to USE
BEST PRACTICES in order TO PROVIDE EVERY STUDENT A QUALITY EDUCATION.
SECTION 6.4.1. 2020 SCHOOL OF EDUCATION – OVERARCHING GOAL
As indicated below, the critical components of our strategy are drawn from the principal goals of the
University‘s Vision 2020 Strategic Plan. The School of Education is committed to:
Enrollment Growth: We intend to increase enrollment in the School of Education at a rate of 10%
annually, from the current headcount (active students), to over 1000 in FY 19/20, consistent with the
University‘s Vision. This growth necessitates additional majors and programs along with
proportionate faculty, systems and support staff.
Ed-School faculty will continue pursuit of national and state speaking opportunities that position
Ottawa University as a leader in the education field and utilizing these engagements to inform
constituents of cutting edge faculty expertise to inspire enrollment interest. Organizations that will
benefit from OU’s presence include Arizona’s First Things First, TESOL, Future Educators
Association (FEA), Arizona School Counselors Association (AZSCA), AASBO, and Arizona Charter
School Association.
SECTION 6.4.2. 2020 SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - STRATEGIC THRUSTS
1. Accreditation: Our first priority is reaccreditation with HLC, NCATE (KS/Online Unit) and state
approvals (KS/AZ). We will achieve NCATE reaccreditation with no conditional visits. We will also
achieve HLC reaccreditation with no focus visits and with new program proposals ready to launch.
We will also invigorate our Honor Society (Kappa Delta Pi) to further enhance the student experience
in the School of Education.
2. Career Ready Graduates: The Ed-School has worked to deliver pathways and construct
curriculum that guide work readiness in all programs. Kansas programs have rated high among
workforce surveys results; the Ed-School has worked since FY 11/12 to strengthen the programs
offered in Arizona. The 4+1 in teacher preparation education, with the Master of Arts in Teaching
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and passing licensure/certification state teaching exams would provide another pathway for those
with an interest in teaching secondary education. Additional pathways for certifications in athletic
training and several coaching fields plan to be created.
3. Innovative Curriculum/Programs: In partnership with the Schools of Business and Arts and
Sciences, the Ed-School faculty will continue to offer courses and majors in interdisciplinary
education. The liberal arts focus is central to our philosophy and the design of our programs.
Proposed leadership degrees, doctorate and undergraduate, support this focus. Such programs will
bridge schools through theory and practice while upholding the university mission.
4. New Programs: Special education, Christian education, and sport studies (APOS) have been
identified as opportunities that provide the most potential of growing enrollments in the Ed-School.
Within the 50% rule, offer face-to-face courses in graduate programs in educational leadership,
curriculum and instruction, education technology, school guidance counseling, and education
intervention at the KS sites. These programs are already offered on-line, so Ottawa graduates can
pursue these in this hybrid format. Adding the gifted, early childhood, and special education
programs in KS along with several of the MAEd concentrations are also seen as an opportunity.
Create new graduate concentrations, which can be brought to market quickly because of the structure
of Ed-School graduate education approval. Possibilities include Christian education, higher
education, urban education, education for social change, educational business services (with School
of Business and AASBO), sports administration/management, and adult education.
5. Advancement/Development/Partnerships: Ed-School faculty collaborate with the advancement
office and area school districts to design appropriate strategies to support school driven initiatives.
With dedicated alumni and school communities, the Ed-School is building brand status and education
value.
Currently, the Ed-School has seven school districts that assist with offering structure for practicum
and student teaching. Five cooperate and non-profit organizations provide our HPER students
opportunities for practicum and internships. Many key alumni have helped to guide and assist our
programs; more alumni are beginning to tap our collaboration network. As our advisory boards begin
to take structure, we will count on these boards to help us construct leadership opportunities and
school events.
6. School of Excellence: We will create events that promote the expertise of the Ed-School faculty,
and identify the university and area communities that could benefit from collaboration. Eventually,
one event initiative will be vetted for a center or an organized framework.
7. Ed-School Structure/Systems/Process: We will focus on structure, systems, and processes while
advancing Vision 2020. This includes (but is not limited to):
•
•

Continue university conversations (including program specific advisory boards) about our
upcoming accreditation visit, state program reports, and internal reports,
Improve academic quality and accountability via partnership agreements with school districts and
key alumni,
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•
•

Build enrollments through partnerships, credit cost change and program expansion,
Continue the use of our new data system to enhance continuous improvement and to respond to
state and accreditation report findings.

SECTION 6.4.3. 2020 SCHOOL OF EDUCATION – 2011 – 2020 STRATEGIES SUMMARY
Over the next several years by FY 19/20, we intend to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the Ed-School headcount at the College to 200 and APOS/Online headcount to 1000,
Have the 4+1 in teacher preparation education (which includes the Master of Arts in Teaching
degree) approved through HLC and implemented,
Complete our reaccreditation by HLC, reaccreditation by NCATE for KS/Online Unit, state
teacher licensure/certification approvals in KS, AZ, and WI,
Complete development of and strategic hiring of key faculty for the, English language learners
(ELL), early childhood, special education, school guidance counseling, school psychology,
education leadership and higher education/adult education programs,
Establish our professional development schools in KS, AZ and WI,
Launch at least one annual event designed to recognize and collaborate with key alumni and
advisors/mentors,
Continue to build collaborative and valuable applied learning and career development
opportunities for Ed-School students,
Continue to establish our brand via recognitions,
Build an active and effective program advisory boards,
Develop/implement a process to have stakeholders assess our performance,
Promote the use of growth portfolios through pedagogical conversations,
Continue to participate in Project Virtuoso to develop ways to reach the learners of today and
tomorrow,
Re-establish grant programming to build faculty opportunities and across school collaboration.
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CHAPTER 7. MARKETING AND ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT: STRATEGY,
TACTICS AND PRIMARY DIFFERENTIATORS
Marketing and enrollment management will empower strategic insight and tactical oversight while
leading and guiding the Ottawa University brand promise and essence into Phase III and IV of Vision
2020. The brand will differentiate and distinguish itself through premier programs, affordable pricing,
exceptional faculty, remarkable coaches, excellent advisors, and extraordinary administrators. The
dedication and devotion of these leaders will be evident in superior student outcomes and outstanding
alumni relations.
SECTION 7.1. THE RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE IN OTTAWA, KANSAS
At the heart of Ottawa University, The College will remain a principal example of the vision, mission
and values of the University. The College creates an ideal experiential and educational opportunity
for traditional students. In a safe and secure environment, The College will provide superior
residential accommodations through ongoing capital investments. Additionally, the cordiality and
hospitality of The College will continue to expand upon the opening of the new Gibson Student
Center, with food-court dining.
With three (and possibly four) schools and 22 academic programs, the academic mission of the
institution will remain at the forefront of all new student recruitment endeavors. To promote
educational excellence, a new student library will provide an ideal environment to pursue academic
achievements and accomplishments. With 18 varsity sports and more than 30 campus activities,
students are encouraged and empowered to participate in and contribute to student life as they prepare
for lifetimes of enlightened faith, exemplary service, inspired leadership and personal significance.
Campus involvement and engagement will be applauded, acclaimed and affirmed.
The College has utilized a “Build the Class” model to establish a holistic, inclusive college class each
year with academic, athletic, activity, and altruistic expertise and experiences. Students are advised
on how to contribute their highest and best talent and time during their collegiate years through the
College’s unique ADAWE advising center. The ADAWE advising team provides admission,
academic, athletic, and financial input. Therefore, the “Build the Class” model is an intentional,
purposeful process designed to formulate a college class that balances academic, athletic and activity
interests.
For future enrollment consideration, key high schools will be targeted and developed to contribute
high-potential students. Traditional students appear to be interested in being close but not too close to
their parents. 78% of students reside within 180-240 miles from campus and 72% reside 120-180
miles from campus. Over the last five years, 420 graduates from The College have represented 239
schools. The top 10 high schools accounted for 99 students. The remaining 229 high schools
contributed 321 students, or 1.4 students, over the last five years. Future enrollment plans include
developing deeper referral sources from these schools, including principals, teachers, coaches,
counselors, and alumni.
Within the NAIA as a Champions of Character institution, Ottawa University has established itself as
a dynamic competitor with talented athletic teams and vibrant student organizations. When evaluating
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the pricing strategy for the experiential and educational excellence at OU, the net realized price, or
the price after scholarships, is the lowest in the Kansas Collegiate Athletic Conference. The
dependence on high-cost scholarships, addiction to widespread scholarships and the reliance on
unfunded scholarships has created a problematic price discounting practice that is prevalent across the
entire recruiting process. When low price is viewed as the primary differentiator, the commoditydriven attitude and approach is detrimental to sustaining a unique demand value proposition.
To build enrollment The College must do a much more effective job of differentiation. Accordingly,
the primary differentiators will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Establishing an exceptional experiential and educational environment;
Building a regionally-renowned, rigorous and robust academic atmosphere;
Forming life-giving campus activities to foster Christian servant hood and leadership;
Cultivating a victorious athletic spirit on and off the athletic courts and fields;
Serving underserved and well-deserved students;
Providing an interactive international experience to facilitate lifetime learning;
Offering an impressive and inspiring career placement center.

The key tactics to build and grow The College include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Reestablishing the conviction and confidence in the OU brand and mission;
Regaining the uplifting spirit around the vision and values of the institution;
Recruiting and recognizing high-caliber faculty to teach premier programs;
Acknowledging dedicated coaches who are building lasting teams and lifelong teamwork;
Discovering and enrolling energetic, enthusiastic students who are passionate and purposeful;
Providing meaningful career preparation, including guaranteed internships;
Offering international educational experiences to expand international experiential learning;
Reevaluating the facilities available to rent to corporations, institutions, municipalities,
associations and organizations that need small, medium and large spaces, with food and
beverage options upon the opening of the new Student Center;
9. Considering innovative, incremental revenue sources that generate positive cash-flow during
summer or holiday breaks;
10. Creating new educational classes and courses in unique seminar and symposium formats to
increase technology, social and digital skills in target markets.

The major enrollment-focused initiatives to be tackled in the final six years of the Vision 2020 plan
can be summarized as follows:
1. Construct the “Build the Class” model each year based on marketplace research and insights;
2. Spotlight target student markets from which a disproportionate number of students will be
recruited;
3. Concentrate recruiting resources around high-value high schools with selective academic,
athletic and activity proficiencies;
4. Converge recruiting and marketing resources to showcase current topnotch students at
targeted high schools with targeted interest;
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5. Introduce a new academic program, athletic sport and campus activity each year to create new
excitement in the market;
6. Rationalize current academic, athletic and activities annually to reassign and reengineer
underutilized resources;
7. Provide industry-leading career planning and preparation expertise at The College;
8. Leverage a unique and distinctive blend of public relations, social media, direct marketing,
direct recruiting, and targeted advertising to build brand awareness and brand recollection;
9. Create interactive and immersive campus visits with extraordinary social impact and presence;
10. Optimize the social footprint to showcase student life and parental approval;
11. Involve parents and extended family as key gatekeepers in the brand building process;
12. Build community relations in Ottawa through vibrant events that bring prospective students
and their parents to campus.
The new student enrollment projections for The College in Phases III and IV are as follows:
New
Students
Academics
Athletics
Activities
Total

Phase III
2014/15
20
150
75
245

2015/16
40
160
80
280

Phase IV
2016/17
65
170
95
330

2017/18
80
175
100
355

2018/19
90
180
110
380

2019/20
100
180
120
400

Additionally, there are incremental revenue streams at The College. The College is ideally located in
the county seat of Franklin County. With the largest chapel in Franklin County, seating
approximately 1,000 and a new dining Student Center building with meeting facilities for up to 500
guests, The College will be the ideal location for any large gatherings, including high school proms,
high school graduations, large weddings, corporate events, conferences, musical concerts, theatrical
performances, and community funerals. Future event planning and pricing policies will influence and
improve this revenue opportunity.
Also, regional classes for high school students, senior citizens, certified professionals, and corporate
employees represent incremental revenue streams to be marketed independently of traditional student
college recruiting efforts. These targeted initiatives could be delivered on campus or online. These
programs could be announced through partnerships with key high schools and professional
associations.
Also, summer camps continue to provide a range of revenue options, given the duration and details of
the arrangements. Athletic and music camps have been the most popular camps in the past. In the
future, academic camps in growing professions like technology and health sciences could provide
opportunities to co-brand and build program visibility and viability through corporate partnerships.
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SECTION 7.2. APOS
In the adult learner market, nationally, higher education enrollments are declining. The fall enrollment
trends at Ottawa University indicate accelerating declines, with Fall 2012 enrollment at -1.8% and
Fall 2011 enrollment at -.2% compared to the Fall 2010 enrollment of +3.7%, Fall 2009 enrollment of
+6.8% and Fall 2008 enrollment of +4.8%. As the recession has subsided and employment has
stabilized, the fear and pressure to complete degrees, secure new degrees or acquire different skills
has diminished.
Adult higher education is at an inflection point. At this transformational intersection, a need for a
revised demand value proposition is paramount. Adult learners will continue to pursue and seek new
career opportunities and possibilities, but educational programming and pricing, as well as
experiential technology and testing, must address student needs. Alignment around student needs is
critical to success. Their needs appear to be clear pathways, professional programs, individual
journeys, captivating technology, and affordable pricing to facilitate degree completion.
The demand value proposition for higher education and degree completion remains financially viable
and worthwhile. The lifetime value of higher education demonstrates that lifetime earnings increase
on average with more educational achievements. For example, doctoral degrees earn $3.25 million,
master’s degrees earn $2.67 million, bachelor’s degrees earn $2.27 million, and high school diplomas
earn $1.30 million on average over a lifetime. Under current economic conditions, the investment in
higher education is an appreciating investment vs. a depreciating investment like cars, furniture,
collectibles, and certain real estate.
At Ottawa University, the adult market is comprised of 70% female between the ages of 26 and 40,
with 58% of students married and 31% single. The student ethnicity is made up of 70% white, 15%
African American, 10% Hispanic, 3% Native American, and 2% Asian. African American students
represent 30% of IN, 26% of WI and 14% of OL students. Hispanic students account for 18% of AZ
students. Targeting African American and Hispanic students continues to represent immerging
markets and opportunities. Native American students will be discussed separately given the legacy of
this group at Ottawa University.
APOS Onsite Learning
With campus locations in APOS, Ottawa University has been in the adult market for more than 40
years with sites in Arizona, Indiana, Kansas, and Wisconsin. The proximity and accessibility to an
on-ground campus drives the selection process. Traveling the shortest distance, or 0-10 miles, are
64.9% of students from IN, 52.3% of students in KS, 77.2% of students in WI, and 17.6% of students
in AZ. Eleven-20 miles is the commuting distance for 21.4% of students in IN, 35.4% of students in
KS, 27.2% of students in WI, and 20.8% of students in AZ. In the 21-30 mile range we find 13.7% of
the students in IN, 12.2% of the students in KS, 5.5% of the students in WI, and 61.5% of the
students in AZ. A conveniently located campus is imperative to on-ground learning. The opportunity
to expand campus locations will be explored and evaluated based on new program launches, as well
as competitors existing in key markets.
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At APOS campus locations, competitors are divergent and different for each market. There is not one
national not-for-profit competitor across all markets but very strong regional competitors who own a
local geography. It is anticipated these competitors will continue to launch new sites in close
proximity to their origin and current sites. Their branding is often differentiated by their location,
with very strong regional brand awareness and presence, such as Indiana Wesleyan. Community,
corporate and alumni relations will be instrumental to their future site launches, market traction and
program expansion.
At Ottawa University’s APOS campus locations, brand-building and revenue-enhancing initiatives
will be fostered and forged through organic, grass-roots community relations and relationship
building. Market-specific community colleges and corporations will be critical. State organizations
and associations with specific certifications, authorizations and accreditations will be meaningful and
marketable. For each market with a campus location, focusing on university-wide schools and schoolwide programs while leveraging local media, public and alumni relations will be essential to groundcampus success.
APOS Online Learning
In the APOS online environment, the adult learning market is being challenged by new and emerging
education models. Competency-based learning is an approach designed to recognize and reward
students for what they know and do. A demonstration of knowledge and skills can be determined
through carefully designed assessments rather than seat time or credit hours. This education approach
rewards self-directed, self-disciplined students. At Western Governors University, the pricing
structure is $3,250 per 6-month term, or $6,500 annually for an MBA or MSN. Each student moves
as quickly as desired to degree completion. The key strategic pillars are acceleration, accessibility and
affordability!
Another online competitor is Southern New Hampshire University. With 13,000 students in more
than 150 undergraduate and graduate degrees and certificate programs, SNHU is leveraging a
competency-based prompt and prudent degree completion program. With three-year bachelor’s
degrees, an example of program innovation is their BS in Business which integrates business,
technology and the liberal arts with 15 concentration areas. These program offerings emphasize
transferrable skills and applied learning with pricing at $320 per credit hour.
For Ottawa University online, the environment will continue to be driven by higher volume, lower
price competitors who are scaling their education process through a larger number of online programs
and courses. To manage the dynamic online market, an online program management (OPM) partner
will be ideal for online revenue optimization. OPM is defined as an end-to-end bundle of services
provided to colleges and universities to enable them to offer or expand online degree programs, often,
although not always, on a revenue-sharing basis, per The Eduventures Market Guide. A strategic
partner can pull the product, promotion and price levers while accelerating planning and
development, curriculum and courses, technologies and platforms, and marketing and recruiting
through scalable capabilities and competencies. A trusted and tried strategic partner will provide and
produce projectable and reliable revenue results.
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To conclude, on-ground vs. online needs will continue to be driven by regional vs. national
competitors. Regional competitors will leverage the localness of their programming and pricing while
national competitors will feature the massiveness of their programming and pricing. Competitors will
enter and exit markets quickly based on revenue and profit opportunities and outlooks. Barriers to
entry and exist will remain reasonable and attainable. For Ottawa University, the ability to remain
receptive, responsive and reactive will allow the institution to participate in and profit from
marketplace realities.
The new student enrollment projections for the APOS onsite and online in Phases III and IV are as
follows:
New
Students
Arizona
Indiana
Kansas
Wisconsin
Online
Total

Phase III
2014/15
575
95
395
220
420
1,700

2015/16
645
105
410
255
435
1,850

Phase IV
2016/17
705
115
445
280
455
2,000

2017/18
775
125
490
310
500
2,200

2018/19
810
140
540
345
515
2,350

2019/20
845
150
585
370
550
2,500

New Program Development Plan
To be market responsive, the adult learner market will value a stream of consistent and constant new
program offerings and value-added pricing solutions that demonstrate and address professional
development and advancement challenges. The excitement around new programming and pricing will
build share of voice and visibility in the market. New program and price ingenuity and creativity will
be key drivers of revenue. A collaborative team approach to new program and price execution is
instrumental to build revenue confidence and conviction. A renewed and redesigned collaborative
approach should integrate academic, enrollment and marketing leadership.
Prior to resourcing a new program, each would be vetted through a predetermined new product
development (NPD) process whereby career options and outcomes, as well as career supply and
demand are quantified. To receive incremental resources, a new program would ideally generate over
$500,000 in Year I in APOS. An ideal target for a new program university-wide would be $1 million.
A senior leader with the institution would be responsible and accountable for the NPD deliverables.
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Therefore, a new program development focus would generate the following new students for Phase
III and Phase IV:
New
Students
Arizona
Indiana
Kansas
Wisconsin
Online
Total

Phase III
2014/15
75
0
65
35
55
230

2015/16
105
0
80
70
75
330

Phase IV
2016/17
140
5
100
90
95
430

2017/18
200
5
140
110
145
600

2018/19
215
10
170
140
165
700

2019/20
245
10
205
155
200
815

Additionally, industry verticals will be developed to launch new programs against ideal customer
segments. For example, the introduction of a BS in Health Science would be offered to regional
hospitals, retirement communities, nursing homes, and other healthcare outlets. For each program,
optimized customer segments would be pursed. Industry-specific experts would be approached about
being spokespersons for program applications and concentrations. Additionally, the formation of
engaged, active advisory boards for the School of Health Sciences and the School of Business would
provide market insights, lead faculty, curriculum content, program endorsements, industry validity,
and many more market-driven measurements.
To build enrollment at APOS, the primary differentiators for APOS at Ottawa University will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Positioning OU as an exceptional degree completion option;
Expanding the positioning to accentuate our Christ-centered mission;
Introducing leading market-relevant programming and pricing solutions;
Cultivating vigorous community and alumni relations by campus location;
Contemplating limited time offerings (LTO) for highly strategic programming, such as a
Twitter one-week social certification, a Facebook six-week digital course, or a Google spring
term e-commerce certification;
6. Building a premier School of Health Sciences advisory board, including a Department of
Heath Informatics to secure credibility and integrity;
7. Constructing a differentiated School of Business advisory board to build creativity and
ingenuity (like Fast Company);
8. Reaching out to underserved groups, such as Native Americans.

The key tactics to build and grow APOS include:
1. Introducing a major new program each Fall and Spring annually APOS-wide;
2. Introducing new community colleges and locations, complete with pathways, each fall and
spring;
3. Partnering with corporations, with a focus on industry developments and related educational
needs, each fall and spring;
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4. Cultivating registries (credentials) through hospitals and health care outlets, driving toward
bachelor degree completion;
5. Exploring flexible location expansion based on new programs and outlets;
6. Pursuing critical LTO partners to explore strategic program offerings;
7. Pushing for a breakthrough format through our Blackboard technology engagement.
The major enrollment focused initiatives to be tackled in the next six years of the Vision 2020 plan
can be summarized as follows:
1. Build community college partnerships with top 2-3 community colleges by market, as well as
top 10 community colleges nationally;
2. Present to no less than 10 corporations identified as Fortune 1000 and mid-market
corporations per market annually;
3. Introduce no less than two major new programs annually, ideally one in the fall and one in the
spring, rotating through the Schools;
4. Accelerate the communication of the value of the 33 registry (credentials) toward health care
management degree completion;
5. Leverage the Transfer Advantage program through community college and corporate
outreach;
6. Procure software to facilitate the identification of course transferability by community college
based on the Transfer Advantage program;
7. Establish national and state experts to act as spokespeople for top registry (credentials);
8. Secure a reliable digital marketing resource.
The new student enrollment projections for APOS in Phases III and IV are as follows:
New Students by
Marketing Source
SEO
PPC
CPI
Community
Colleges
Corporations
Referrals
International
New Products
Total

Phase III

Phase IV

2014/15
595
240
35
350

2015/16
565
225
30
415

2016/17
545
220
30
455

2017/18
530
205
25
485

2018/19
520
200
20
520

2019/20
505
190
20
545

55
195
0
230
1,700

70
215
0
330
1,850

85
235
0
430
2,000

100
255
0
600
2,200

115
275
0
700
2,350

130
295
0
815
2,500

SECTION 7.3. COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Community colleges represent an attractive market for Ottawa University to target at APOS and at
The College. An increasing number of adult learners and traditional students view community
colleges as a sensible, shrewd higher education solution. Our strategy is to provide the most
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innovative, accessible, affordable degree completion solution for community college students.
Ottawa University will be the most recognized and renowned national degree completion university
for community college graduates seeking bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
According to the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), the 1,132+ community
colleges enroll nearly half of all undergraduate students’ domestically – just over 13 million students.
From 2007-2008 to 2010-2011, the number of two-year degrees from public institutions awarded to
students age 25 and older increased 22% compared to 17% for those under 25.
Top community colleges (numbers being provided) are:
Community Colleges
Johnson CCC
Ivy Tech CC
Miami Dade College
Lone Star College
Florida State CC
Pima CC
Waukesha CTC
Metropolitan CC
Jefferson CTC

Location
Kansas
Indiana
Florida
Texas
Florida
Arizona
Wisconsin
Kansas
Kentucky

# of Students
240,000
175,000
174,000
90,000
86,000
37,000
23,500
21,000
15,000

In APOS, Johnson County Community College (JCCC) and Maricopa County Community College
(MCCC) were the first community college partnerships for Ottawa University. The Johnson County
Community College (JCCC) agreement was signed in December 2012. This partnership is a cohort
model with program-specific options. Taught on the JCCC campus, students take two courses every
eight weeks for 12 months. The Maricopa County Community College (MCCC) agreement was
signed in March 2013. Students with an associate’s degree from any of the 10 MCCC locations are
eligible for the Transfer Advantage program. Students may attend classes at one of three OU
locations in Arizona or online.
The strategy is to partner with community colleges and facilitate pathways for their associate’s degree
graduates to pursue their bachelor’s and then master’s degrees at Ottawa University. To target this
market, a key tactic is the Transfer Advantage program. The Transfer Advantage program allows
community college students to transfer up to 80 credits to Ottawa University. The Transfer
Advantage program is designed to deliver a total tuition cost for a college education at under $20,000.
If a community college student transfers 80 credit hours at $80 each, or $6,400, the remaining 44
hours at $275 would cost a student $12,100, or a total of $18,500 for overall tuition.
For The College, traditional students with transferrable community college credits are growing in
popularity. In the 2010-2011 academic year, 45% of all students who completed a degree at a fouryear institution had previously enrolled at a two-year institution. Community colleges provide an
opportunity for traditional college students to take classes prior to enrolling at a four-year institution.
At The College, the key community colleges from which students have transferred credits over the
past five years are 1) Neosho County Community College, with 93 OU students transferring in
credits; 2) Johnson County Community College, with 56 students transferring in credits; 3) Allen
County Community College, with 38 students transferring in credits; 4) Fort Scott Community
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College, with 34 students transferring in credits; and 5) Highland Community College, with 28
students transferring in credits.
To capitalize on this market opportunity, the primary differentiators for community colleges for
Ottawa University will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Respecting and honoring the mission and vision of community colleges and their leadership;
Fostering and nurturing the graduation successes and rates of community colleges;
Pursuing and recruiting only associate’s degree graduates at community colleges;
Offering accessible transfer advantage programs, policies and processes to facilitate the ease
of transferring at the conclusion of an associate’s degree;
5. Extending an affordable, reasonable tuition pricing structure to provide a bachelor’s degree
for a total cost of under $20,000;
6. Developing program offerings that provide professional degrees demanded in the market;
7. Creating a career placement process that is best-in-class.
The key tactics to build and grow community colleges include:
1. Establishing ongoing relationships with the community college leaders;
2. Gaining access to current students within 6 months of their graduate dates;
3. Sending direct marketing to outline the Transfer Advantage program;
4. Releasing e-marketing to bolster the Transfer Advantage program;
5. Calling to clarify any questions;
6. Showcasing the Transfer Advantage program on the community college websites;
7. Securing student stories in the community college newspapers;
8. Providing posters, tent cards and banners to build on-site visibility;
9. Running print advertising in the community college newspapers;
10. Obtaining an office in the community college admissions office to facilitate meeting with
students.
The major enrollment-focused initiatives to be undertaken in the next six years of the Vision 2020
plan can be summarized as follows:
1. Sign community college agreements and MOU’s with 2-3 community colleges in each APOS
market and The College;
2. Capitalize on community colleges nationally, given online capabilities;
3. Secure access to community college graduates to market the Transfer Advantage program;
4. Provide knowledgeable and approachable enrollment, academic and financial advisors to
assist with the transfer process;
5. Optimize the program portfolio to address current and future market-driven needs;
6. Develop corporate partnerships to provide industry-leading career planning and placement
services and opportunities;
7. Provide an enriched and more vibrant social community through LinkedIn to communicate
new professional career and educational opportunities;
8. Cultivate career development and networking events and communities to create new
experiential and educational possibilities;
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9. Build a premier reputation in the market for the community college and Ottawa University
partnerships and relationships.
The new student projections for community colleges in APOS and The College for Phase III and IV
are as follows:
New
Students
Arizona
Indiana
Kansas
Wisconsin
Total

Phase III
2014/15
210
25
80
35
350

2015/16
275
25
80
35
415

Phase IV
2016/17
300
25
90
40
455

2017/18
320
25
95
45
485

2018/19
340
30
100
50
520

2019/20
350
30
110
55
545

SECTION 7.4. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Internationally, the most desirable higher education experience resides in the United States. The
growth in international students is evident, with 582,984, or +3.2%, enrolled in 2006-07; 623,805, or
+7.0%, in 2007-08; 671,616, or +7.7%, in 2008-09; 690,923, or +2.9%, in 2009-10; 723,277, or
+4.7%, in 2010-2011; and 764,495, or +5.6%, in 2011-12.
The majority of international students enrolled in the United States in 2011-12 came from these top
ten countries:
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
All Others

Place of Origin
China
India
South Korea
Saudi Arabia
Canada
Taiwan
Japan
Vietnam
Mexico
Turkey
All Others

# of Students
194,029
100,270
72,295
34,139
26,821
23,250
19,966
15,572
13,893
11,973
252,287

% of Total
25.4%
13.1%
9.5%
4.5%
3.5%
3.0%
2.6%
2.0%
1.8%
1.6%
33.0%

Source: Institute of International Education, Open Doors Report
International students and their dependents contributed $22.7 billion to the United States economy
last year in tuition and living expenses. China sent the most students at 194,029. The number of
students from Saudi Arabia jumped 50% to 34,139, driven primarily by a scholarship program
launched in 2005 by Saudi King Abdullah.
The University of Southern California hosted the most international students in 2011-12, enrolling
9,269. The University of Illinois enrolled 8,997 international students, the most of any public
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university. Interestingly, the safety and security of the University of Illinois in a remote rural
environment is similar to the location of Ottawa University.
To capitalize on this market opportunity, the primary differentiators for international students for
Ottawa University will be:
1. Recognizing and acknowledging the unique requirements for each country and its culture;
2. Providing internationally-recognizable academic and athletic confidence, given the charm and
clout of the institution;
3. Identifying a unique differentiator per country prior to selecting and pursuing that country and
its students;
4. Acknowledging the need for and seeking exceptional insights from institutions with highly
successful international student programs within the last 5 years;
5. Partnering with alumni, trustees, faculty, and friends of Ottawa University with expertise in
targeted international countries or geographies to build an international plan and program.
The key tactics to build and grow international students include:
1. Developing an international business plan, with targeted international countries and
competencies required to address student and extended family needs;
2. Partnering with leading international student agencies, organizations and associations to build
brand credibility and capabilities by country;
3. Creating a unique point of differentiation by country to clearly communicate and convey why
students should select and study at Ottawa University;
4. Hiring lead faculty for targeted international counties to build brand awareness and authority;
5. Offering ESL courses to satisfy international language proficiencies;
6. Accentuating or accelerating STEM programming for international students;
7. Formulizing an “adopt an international student” program with leading churches and families
in the community, with a minimum one-year commitment.
The major enrollment-focused initiatives to be tackled in the next six years of the Vision 2020 plan
can be summarized as follows:
1. Build an international enrollment plan with targeted enrollment initiatives and directives by
country by year;
2. Hire a dedicated international program leader to focus on the international market enrollment
and marketing process, with dedicated initiatives by country by year;
3. Participate in and speak at international student college fairs, symposiums and summits;
4. Design bi-lingual website landing pages, marketing materials and recruiting pieces;
5. Create bi-lingual digital SEO and PPC campaigns with internationally appropriate follow-up
practices and procedures;
6. Craft social and video-driven campus visits and tours by country to create real-life simulation;
7. Acclimate new international students with an intentional interactive orientation and on
boarding process throughout their inaugural year on campus;
8. Adapt campus organizations and adjust campus activities to embrace international students
and their interests;
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9. Build community relations with churches and families dedicated and devoted to providing
hospitality and housing during holidays and extended vacation breaks;
10. Provide reliable and reasonable transportation to and from the airport.
SECTION 7.5. CORPORATIONS
Corporations have current and continuing education needs for their employees. Employers believe
that promoting and providing ongoing education, including upgrading skills and improving
competences, is critically important in today’s workplace. 70% of employers state that employees
need continuous learning simply to keep up with the demands of their current jobs, per a study
commissioned by Evollution. The ability to target corporations and their ongoing education needs
provides an opportunity for Ottawa University.
67% of employers say that ongoing education has a positive impact on job performance. 49% of
employers will either reimburse employees for tuition or repay it on their behalf, per The New
Traditional Game of Life. The tuition reimbursement policies will continue to be constrained and
hampered by profit pressures. Additionally, large corporations can outsource their tuition
reimbursement through EdLink and EdAssist. These outsourced solutions cap tuition reimbursement
at 10% and provide limited opportunities to differentiate and distinguish an Ottawa University
corporate program.
For Ottawa University, a corporate program could provide a three-tier structure whereby the tuition
discount would be based on corporate participation. For corporations who fully embrace and support
the OU corporate program, a 12% discount can be provided. This complete access would be an ideal
opportunity for communicating the lifetime value of higher education.
To build enrollment through corporations, the primary differentiators for corporations at Ottawa
University will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Providing an industry-leading academic program offering;
Leveraging the SMAART program to optimize the ease of admissions;
Providing a “My Choice” modality option that features on campus and/or online access;
Honoring previous work experience with a generous transfer policy;
Creating a corporate-centric aptitude and attitude.

The key tactics to build and grow corporations include:
1. Creating a corporate program complete with employer letter, presentation, brochure, program
sheet, and email to secure employer approval;
2. Providing employee communication, including an employee letter, presentation, brochure,
program sheet, and email to be released to all employees internally;
3. Generating lists of alumni by corporation to accelerate corporation traction;
4. Establishing enrollment leadership to own corporations by market and to understand
education needs and programs requirements;
5. Resourcing corporate program needs as ascertained and attributed.
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The major enrollment-focused initiatives to be tackled in the next six years of the Vision 2020 plan
can be summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Present the corporate programs to key corporations by market;
Unearth corporate education needs based on employee profiles;
Establish best programs to address corporate needs and term timing;
Promote the flexible on-campus and online program delivery processes;
Collaborate with corporations to provide ongoing customer education and certifications.

The new student enrollment projections for corporations in Phases III and IV are as follows:
New
Students
Arizona
Indiana
Kansas
Wisconsin
Online
Total

Phase III
2014/15
0
5
20
30
0
55

2015/16
0
10
25
35
0
70

Phase IV
2016/17
0
15
30
40
0
85

2017/18
0
20
35
45
0
100

2018/19
0
25
40
50
0
115

2019/20
0
30
45
55
0
130

When contemplating corporate partnerships, hospitals in the health care vertical and other industries
would be included and incorporated. In some cases, industry-specific marketing materials would be
ideal to clearly communicate the industry vertical and their respective target audiences.
Corporations and their employees represent a continual source of students. For Kansas City and
Kansas corporations, a broader program could be offered whereby employees could refer family and
friends to The College for a potential scholarship. This scholarship offer would need to be clear and
concise given the referral nature of this opportunity.
SECTION 7.6. A POTENTIAL RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE IN PHOENIX, AZ
Phoenix, Arizona is the sixth largest SMSA in the United States, yet there is almost no private higher
education in the Valley of the Sun where Ottawa University has had a significant adult higher
educational presence since 1977, serving many thousands of students there since that time. If parents
wish to send their sons and daughters to a private, faith based, not-for-profit, liberal arts institution
where those students can participate in athletics, music, theatre, and many other activities that are
attractive to the active students of these times, they currently have only one choice in all of Phoenix at
this writing. That institution is a reforming Bible college on its way to repositioning itself as a liberal
arts college (Arizona Christian, formerly known as Southwestern College). Other than that, these
thousands of students are either enrolling in the huge Arizona State, some of its sister state schools,
the Maricopa Community College system (with its 260,000 students in ten colleges), the for-profit
Grand Canyon, or going out of state.
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In 2010, recognizing the growing pressures on Ottawa’s adult student enrollment, President Eichner
sought approval from the Board of Trustees to begin a process of what he then termed “a moon shot”
to explore the possibility of establishing a new residential campus to build upon the successful adult
programs and organization which Ottawa already has in place. The strategy articulated then (and
now) is to develop “an extraordinary value concept” in which the new model would offer an
extremely attractive price point (@ $18,000 tuition with no more than a 20% discount scholarship
rate) for traditional residential age students and traditional commuting students who would be
attracted to a faith based, holistic, participatory educational experience at price levels competitive
with the state institutions that dominate the market currently. Thus, the Ottawa University of Arizona
model would target five markets: traditional residential students, traditional commuter students, adult
learners, corporations, and international student populations. It is ironic that OU’s largest adult
market that is suffering the most severe competitive constriction at this point might provide the
foundation for expansion in the more traditional student markets.
In order to manage the price point to these levels, the strategy further assumes that the institution
would be able to “lean on” or utilize facilities and financing that might be available from local area
municipalities, many of which have identified attracting a four-year residential institution like the one
we contemplate as one of their top economic development priorities. The University has, indeed,
been in serious talks with at least three such cities in the Valley and has a very capable and
experienced team of architects, attorneys, and real estate developers engaged to assist with this
process. While nothing is imminent at this writing, the model has been refined, pro forma financials
have been developed, and preliminary staffing models have been developed.
The City of Phoenix Economic Development Department has been engaged with our team to explore
some site options, and the University’s current landlord in Phoenix proper has been in dialogue with
us about the possibility of converting his current office park consisting of seven prime buildings (70%
vacant at this time) to the new model. This property is directly adjacent to a 25-acre City park which
has multiple venues for athletics, a key element of the recruiting strategy for new students.
Several criteria will need to be satisfied for Ottawa University to pursue this major strategic
expansion opportunity. They are:
1. Capital must be available in amounts and on terms which the University can reasonably
absorb.
2. The student demand for such an alternative must be further documented.
3. Operating funds to support the startup will need to be available.
4. Facilities to support current adult operations plus the anticipated growth in traditional age
undergraduates to a level of at least 1200 living on campus will need to be developed or refit.
5. Staff, faculty, and coaches will need to be recruited well in advance of the launch date.
6. The University will need to satisfy governmental, regulatory, and zoning related requirements.
7. The University’s Board of Trustees will need to provide full support and backing.
8. University leadership will need to be focused as necessary to provide the guidance and
expertise to make this happen.
The strategic rationale, on the other hand, for such a venture is:
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1. The University could tap a very large and growing market in an environment which,
paradoxically, is fairly saturated for adult learners but wide open for a new and more creative
residential offering.
2. Such a campus would not only serve the Phoenix SMSA, but would surely become a
destination campus for students around the country (who are attracted to sunny Arizona) as
well as international students.
3. The lifetime economic value of the residential students will far exceed that of adult learners
who spend less time and money with us on their journeys to their degrees.
4. Ottawa already has a well-established presence and brand in the Valley on which it can build.
5. The University has faculty and staff in place to give us a running start on staffing the
operation.
6. The University needs to find some new growth areas in line with Vision 2020 to augment
current enrollments and enrollment trends.
7. The growth potential in Phoenix and the American Southwest far exceeds that of any of OU’s
other site locations.
8. With the relatively modest enrollment projections in the model, the unit should be cash flow
positive by the third year and substantially more so in subsequent years. Assuming the
capital, facilities, and team can be assembled, this probably has the most significant potential
of any strategic initiative under consideration.
The University leadership (most specifically, President Eichner) will continue to explore options and
alternatives in the months ahead to see if these factors can coalesce sufficiently to develop a specific
proposal. In the meantime, the University will concentrate on enhancing its current offerings, build
its marketing capabilities, add new targeted programs where and when as necessary, and continue to
strengthen its capacity to pursue the right opportunity should it emerge.
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CHAPTER 8: ADVANCEMENT, ALUMNI RELATIONS, CHURCH RELATIONS AND
FUNDRAISING STRATEGIES AND INITIATIVES
The Advancement Office has made great progress as mentioned earlier in this document. The future
activities of the office are focused on supporting the overall strategic objectives of continued growth
in students, program offerings, and alumni involvement. The development side of the department is
and must continue to move to an affinity first based approach to raising dollars and increasing
participation. In addition, how the university defines its alumni programming must change.
SECTION 8.1. ADVANCING THE VISION CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
The initiatives and outcomes will be within the headings listed below. Each area of emphasis will
play an important role in the eventual outcomes that the university and the College are seeking within
the strategic objectives of each.
The Advancing the Vision Campaign has been successful to date, but will involve a “reset” to better
align the campaign with current strategic initiatives and objectives. This “reset” will enable the
campaign to continue to grow and be relevant to the future of Ottawa University.
The construction of the new Gangwish Library/Gibson Student Center will provide important lift to
the College. This new facility should facilitate enhanced enrollments at the College and support
continued strong retention outcomes. In addition, it will provide numerous opportunities for more
connection with the Franklin County community. Additional funding is still being sought for this
facility.
The reset of the capital campaign will also be critical to the development and solicitation of new
donors. The reset will emphasize growth in programs, faculty, and student services. Below is a list
of the key objectives of the Advancing the Vision Campaign.
Angell Snyder School of Business
Faculty/Academic Programs
New Major in Finance
• Support for new faculty
• Development of program/curriculum
Sales Leadership
• Recruitment of appropriate faculty
• Development of program/curriculum
Leadership of Business and Non-Profit Enterprises
• Development of program/curriculum
• Development of personal coaching and experiential learning models
MBA Redesign (3 tracks)
• Executive Leadership
• Operational Effectiveness
• Strategic Innovations
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Faculty and Curriculum Development
• Expansion of Curriculum Design Studio
• Funding for special workshops
Schmidt Center for Personal and Professional Growth
Career Planning/Placement
• Support for new full-time staff
• Purchase and development of supporting tools and databases
Career Coordinator/Experiential Learning
• New fulltime position
• Program support
Alumni Career Club
• Volunteer network organized
• Budget support for programming/promotion
Fredrikson Chapel and Center for Faith and Church Vitality
Renovation of the Fredrikson Chapel
• New Seating
• Stage Improvements
• New Audio/Visual System
• Organ Restoration
• New Lighting
• Renovated Foyer
Programming Support
• Pastor and Laity Conference
• Norwood Jones Speaker Series
• Hostetter/DeFries Speaker Series
• Church Outreach/Support
• Student Ministries
• Mission Trips
Athletics
Facility Improvements
• Tennis Courts (6)
• Seating for baseball/softball fields
• Improvements to Wilson Field House
• Football/Soccer Turf
New Program Support
• Wrestling
• Other
Arrowhead Scholarships
Coach recruitment of impact players who are exceptional student-athletes
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Music Program
Naming Gifts for Facility Improvements
• Practice Rooms
• Steinway Pianos
Friends of the Arts
Annual giving club for music program and events
Endowment
The College is exploring a significant gift from another Native American Tribe to fund
significant educational benefits for its students. A gift of $25 million to the endowment
would make this new arrangement possible and would be a fitting development during the
150th anniversary of OU.
This campaign should close with great fanfare and success during the sesquicentennial celebrations.
The goal is $24.3 million of which $21.3 million has been raised.
SECTION 8.2. FUTURE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
While the university will always be seeking incremental gifts for incremental improvements to
facilities and programs at all times, it will not begin a formal campaign until the donor base has had
some time to “rest” and the development office has had time to identify new lead donor prospects.
A future campaign is planned to begin during fiscal year 2017. While it is a bit premature to identify
the specific objectives of a campaign that is four years away, the university can identify key areas that
will be included in this fundraising effort. They are listed below:
Program Growth & Additional Faculty
The advancement office will seek capital to build new programs and hire new faculty.
This would support all the schools as they grow existing programs and build new
programs. This could include programs in health services, engineering, and other growth
markets. The strategic goal is matching program initiatives with market demand that will
result in enrollment growth.
Facility Improvements/Additions/Technology
Possible prospects for College facility fundraising include the administration building at
the College, additional athletic facilities, and a fine arts addition. Investment partnerships
would be sought to build additional dorms or apartments for housing needs. The strategic
objective is to provide the appropriate amount of capital necessary to maintain services
(deferred maintenance) while also enhancing new opportunities in the market place.
A growing need in future capital campaigns will be technology. This is becoming one of
the most expensive areas of running a first tier university. Special focus will need to be
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given to technology updates and upgrades in the next campaign. It will most likely be a
major component of the campaign, much like a facility traditional has been.
Endowment
A continued emphasis in endowed gifts will be maintained. The approach will reflect an
affinity based approach more and more over time. This means gifts of estates will be
sought that will support the operation of a program or a faculty position. This may
include scholarships, sports programs, schools, or academic programs within the schools.
This may also include endowment funding for alumni programming to support our
alumni after graduation.
SECTION 8.3. ANNUAL GIVING
College
One key initiative that will impact operations within the advancement office is the recent
merger of the advancement office with the College. This move is more than an accounting
change. It is a key operational shift designed to help the College reach a balanced budget
deficit by the end of fiscal year 2016. It will also play a role in changing the approach and
mindset at the College in regards to budget misses. The College will seek alternative income
sources and additional gift revenue before considering budget cuts.
Another emphasis will be to raise funds for annual scholarships. The College is currently
funding only 50% of the scholarships awarded. Special programs to fund the Top Scholars
scholarships and the Arrowhead scholarships will be initiated that will directly link the donor
with the students that benefit from such financial support.
One such program will be the Top Scholars and Arrowhead Athlete funding initiative. This
initiative will involve the identification and solicitation of major donors to fund for four years
one of these scholarships. The university would then identify a student that is receiving
either the presidential award or the arrowhead award and align them with the donor. The
initiative would provide funds for the donor and the student to meet annually at either the
donor’s home or at the College. Tools would also be provided to assist in maintaining an
active connection between the student and the donor. The donor would then be invited to
attend the student’s graduation.
The matching process would consider the major of the student and the career of the
individual donor or the corporate sponsor. The desire is to build a relationship that leads to
mentoring, internships, and assistance with job placement. The donor gets to enjoy watching
and participating in the personal development of the student recipient.
There would be three significant outcomes of this program. The student experience is
enriched and personalized. The student has support in his/her career pursuit. The donor
enjoys the personal aspect of this gift. If the gift is from a corporation, they can help educate
and prepare a future employee. The College has the opportunity to fund a full ride
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scholarship. Two of these a year at $20,000 per would equal additional income for
scholarships of $160,000 in year four from 8 donors. This program represents a shifting of
focus and resources to high touch programming from the advancement office for the top 10%
of the donor base.
The other 90% of the donor base will not be ignored. The goal with this group is to move
donors up the gift pyramid and continuously find new donors through increased participation.
Today’s donor wants to know what they get for their gift. Ottawa University will build a
mass appeal campaign that speaks directly to this change in donor behavior. In addition, the
alumni and friends will be reached via numerous mediums. It will be important to “meet” the
donor where they live if the donor base is to grow. Traditional mailings and even phonathon
will have to change. New alumni programming will also assist in the increase in alumni
participation in giving. This will be addressed in section 8.6.
APOS
It will be important for the APOS locations to begin making a shift as well. Each location has
opportunities to enhance income and obtain charitable support. The culture of “how can we
make up for missed revenue” needs to be addressed through advancement efforts at the adult
sites, much as it is being addressed at the College. As of now, their only real revenue stream
is from enrollments. Thought needs to be given to alternative revenue sources. The
university may need to find a fund a position of director of fundraising and revenue
alternatives for the APOS locations.
SECTION 8.4. DEFERRED GIVING
Deferred Giving will continue to be significant in the fundraising initiatives of the university. A few
shifts or adjustments in focus will be made. In addition, the alumni program will also play an active
support role for this effort. Below are some ways to enhance the visibility of our deferred gift
program.
•
•
•
•

Include commitments in class gift initiatives
Establish APOS funding objectives for estate gifts
Provide better marketing of new and established estate gifts.
o How is a new gift making a difference
o How is a gift from 10 years ago still impacting students
Build upon opportunities provided by enhance alumni program

SECTION 8.5. ENDOWMENT
As was mentioned in the campaign section, the university will seek endowment funds for many
purposes. It is hoped the university can obtain a significant gift to fund advantaged tuition for other
Native American tribes. In addition, the university will seek endowment funds for specific purposes
related to current students, faculty and program needs, and special services/programs related
specifically to alumni. The endowment marketing will support not only the idea and benefits of good
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estate planning, but also speak to the passion of what such a gift can do. This will be done by
affinity. The goal is to obtain endowments that support annual program and student needs.
SECTION 8.6. ALUMNI PROGRAMS
This is an area that will see significant change in operation and strategy. The traditional alumni
program of entertainment and social contact has a role, but this should become a secondary role. The
new position that must be filled by the alumni program is one that provides services and benefits to
alumni and friends of the university. It must do this while creating revenue. Alumni guest programs
and honorary alumni programs need to be incorporated into the new alumni operation. Below is a
listing of initiatives for the alumni program.
•

Alumni Association
o Membership Fees
 Junior Membership
 Professional Membership
 Senior Membership
 Guest Membership
 APOS Specific
 Annually Adjusted Fee
 Purchase 10 year or lifetime memberships
 Free membership with X number of referred enrollments
o Continuing Education Program
 Members receive access to specific online offerings, special one-time offerings
free of charge
 Lower tuition for 2nd bachelor’s degree
o Financial Services
 Credit Cards
 Money Management
 Trust Services
o Entertainment Discounts
 Dining
 Movies
 Travel
 Bookstore
o Professional skill retraining/updating programs
o ADAWE/CAPS services
o Special Access/Information

•

Marketing
o Branding Campaign
o Affinity/Segment Campaign
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This shift in emphasis could establish a base for additional revenue from alumni and business
partners. In addition, some of the services provided allow Ottawa University access to wealth
information that could be helpful in gift solicitations and programming. A significant marketing
campaign would be needed to provide awareness and increase participation. It also serves to affirm
those that have already joined. This will need a fresh look and a fresh brand.
This shift in alumni programming will have staffing needs and impact cost but should be handled in a
way that ROI is significantly increased for dollars expended in alumni programs.
SECTION 8.7. CHURCH RELATIONS
As mentioned earlier in this strategic paper, the church relations’ programming has greatly improved
in the last year. This rebirth of Ottawa University’s faith-centered mission is already making many in
our faith community believe that Ottawa University is “their” school. This strong position allows for
continued growth and benefit for all parties.
A significant and truly focused effort to recruit faith based students is the next step in the evolution of
this programming. The opportunity exists to build a focus within admissions on faith based
recruitment. For lack of a better term, a church based approach. This does not imply that those
students come to Ottawa University only because of the faith element. It suggests that the faith
element can open many doors within the Christian community.
A program to recruit more students from within the Christian community will positively impact our
students, the employees of the university, and provide access to more funds. It is a fact that the best
way to obtain gifts from a congregation, is to have their youth attending your institution. A focus of
getting leads and recruiting from churches would be a wise next step in church relations.
SECTION 8.8. FUNDING TARGETS AND GOALS BY YEAR BY CATEGORY
These numbers are subject to further planning and review. However, here are some core
assumptions:
•
•

•

Fundraising at the College should increase significantly if all gifts are counted, including
restricted gifts. Then agreement would be made that a percentage of the budget would be
supported by current fiscal year gifts.
With change in accounting, change in College behaviors, and a shift in alumni
programming, the College revenue in terms of gifts and operational revenue (Alumni
Association Membership for example) should eventually be at a $1.5 - $2 million annual
number.
APOS fundraising can and should increase. Just as the College is now seeking funding
options first when facing a revenue miss on enrollments so, too, should APOS adopt this
posture. All facilities have naming rights, miscellaneous revenue opportunities, and
vendor/corporate partnerships that can be explored. With proper staffing and support
these initiatives should pay for themselves within one year. After that they should grow
and improve on their ROI annually.
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•
•
•
•
•

APOS needs to staff a support person at each physical site to support alumni
programming. This will enable growth in alumni support in the future. Milwaukee is an
example of how to get started.
A director of gifts and alternative revenue would be a good addition to support this effort.
If progress is made with another Native American tribe, Ottawa University will have
positioned itself for major and significant government funding for supporting this
population. A very big potential opportunity may exist for OU in this area.
An Endowment of $40 to $50 million could be targeted within the next 7 years. This
would be from Endowment efforts and major gift solicitations.
Ottawa University should be able to raise at least an additional 20% plus over funds raised
by the Advancing the Vision Campaign. A $23 million total now should enable the
university to raise $27 -$30 million on the next campaign.
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CHAPTER 9. MAJOR UNIVERSITY WIDE OPERATIONAL INITIATIVES
SECTION 9.1. PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
The Process Improvement (PI) department of the University gets its name from what was its original
intent – to gather data and provide electronic systems which would allow its constituent departments
to improve their processes, and therefore their outcomes. The department is truly the organization’s
“software solutions” department. The team members have received rigorous training in the various
software applications currently in place. This department handles all the requests for “software
solutions” initiated by the many departments of the university.
The department manages what averages to be 250-300 open requests for assistance at any one time.
These requests range in priority from urgent (receiving attention almost immediately), to conceptual
(longer term or far-reaching projects).
Historically this department has worked hand–in-hand with the Information Technology (IT)
department. The PI department is the “software” side of technology, and the IT department is the
“hardware” side of technology, although the two departments do work closely together when
necessary.
Ottawa University has worked very diligently and successfully, over the past 10 years, to become a
“data driven” institution. An over-used term, data-driven was mentioned in the last visit by the
Higher Learning Commission, Ottawa’s accrediting body, as something it needed to improve. Over
the past several years, the organization has implemented many processes which would be considered
a response to the “data-driven” objective. However, even more importantly, the university has
responded to the ever-increasing, and more than likely, never-ending, demand for meaningful
information, presented in a relevant manner, to drive impactful decisions.
Capturing data by organizations is nothing new – it has been happening, really forever, by all
organizations. However, it is the method of capture, and, more importantly, the method of
dissemination, of the data that becomes important.
As has been mentioned throughout this document, the higher education industry has been, and
continues to be, increasingly complex. This complexity only exacerbates the need for meaningful
data. Such data should be provided through an organizations enterprise resource planning system, or
ERP. Ottawa University’s ERP has, at its core, a third party software system in place for each
department and each primary function. This software system is a widely known, and used, system in
the industry, and has been in existence for years. Ottawa supplements this software with several
other third party systems. And, through the PI department, many proprietary systems, and
integrations between systems, are built and maintained in order to provide the data necessary for all
facets of the university. Together, this main system, the additional supplemental systems, and the
proprietary applications and integrations comprise the university’s ERP. Maintaining, enhancing,
refining, and manipulating this ERP into providing the meaningful data, in a relevant manner, in
order to make impactful decisions, is the function of the PI Department.
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SECTION 9.2. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Information Technology (IT) department of the university works hand-in-hand with the PI
department as necessary to meet the “technology” demands of the organization. All software must
run on hardware at some point, although the advent of “virtual” hardware begins to blur this
distinction at the organizational level. Ottawa’s IT department, like the PI department, is staffed by
seasoned, well-trained IT professionals who manage the day-to-day, as well as plan the future,
hardware needs of the organization.
With the introduction of “cloud” computing, organizations are rapidly migrating from the “old days”
of a data center which housed racks of black boxes with blinking lights – the servers – to alternative
solutions which employ off-site or remote hardware, managed by a third-party, on which the
organization’s ERP, or portions of its ERP, are actually running.
Ottawa is deeply into its discovery process on these cloud computing solutions, attempting to balance
the need for data and system redundancy, with security and accessibility.
The IT department of Ottawa University also manages the hardware used in the classrooms,
conference rooms, and other meeting spaces throughout the campuses. Smart classrooms, video
conferencing, state-of-the art telephony, all fall within the purview of the IT department.
In terms of computers for use by the staff, and students in our computer labs, the university has over
550 machines. A combination of operating platforms and systems (Apple versus PC as an example)
provides for a challenging task in terms of management and maintenance of these devices. A
computer rotation program is in place, under which every computer is replaced every three years.
This rotation just finished its first complete cycle, therefore every computer in use throughout the
organization is three years old or less.
SECTION 9.3. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
The Management Information needs of the organization are truly embedded with the Process
Improvement and Information Technology departments discussed above. As discussed, the
development, implementation, and maintenance of a technology system that provides meaningful
data, in a relevant manner, to drive impactful decisions, is what produces a data driven organization.
Accounting and Finance information is really nothing more than data as well. Granted, accounting
and financial data is sometimes viewed as more sacrosanct than other data, therefore the systems,
policies, and procedures surrounding its generation and security may be more defined and rigid. And,
because it houses data that, when properly presented, represents the financial performance and
benchmarks of the organization (the score card), the Accounting and Finance data resides within its
own department. Within this department reside the functions of Controller, Business Operations,
Payroll, and Student Accounts. Together, these functions produce the financial reports of the
university. Financial statements are produced monthly, and are provided to the various business units
within the university, so that they may see the results of their efforts. Financial statements are also
produced for the Board of Trustees to review during the regularly scheduled Board of Trustees
meetings. Financial statements are also provided to various external parties as required by certain
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agreements. Significant emphasis is placed on the timeliness and accuracy of the financial reporting,
so that all university communities have a clear understanding of the current financial state of affairs.
The management of the Accounting and Finance department is closely tied with the management of
the Process Improvement and Information Technology departments. Truly, these three areas are the
university’s Management Information source. These three areas work closely together to achieve the
data-driven outcome of producing meaningful data, in a relevant manner, in order to drive impactful
decisions.
Various sections of this document have mentioned or discussed output from these three departments
over the years. Robust enrollment management reporting, thorough marketing analytics, routine and
accurate financial reporting, enhanced student assessment and outcomes reporting—to name a few-all represent examples of the successful efforts and enhancements from these three departments in the
initial phases of Vision 2020.
However, also as mentioned throughout this strategic plan, our work is far from done. To the
contrary, the need for better and faster information is greater than ever. To that end, the university
has, at its core within these three departments, the following major initiatives. Within each initiative
will reside multiple steps, each designed to ensure the successful implementation and execution of the
overriding goal:
1. Student Scheduling and Planning – this encompasses the entire life cycle of a student. From the
very first moment a prospective student interacts with Ottawa, through graduation and even
beyond, this initiative will provide the student with a state of the art personal and interactive
experience through which they will plan their academic career, enroll in their classes, review their
student status, view upcoming events and assignments, and so forth. Securing a seat in a class
three terms out. Planning which faculty member the student would like to have. Making
financial arrangements for the student’s account. Viewing the status of financial aid and
interacting with one’s finance advisor. Enrolling in the next class, or next two or three classes,
online. Interacting with one’s CAPS advisor. Accessing the material from that class the student
had to miss. All these are examples of what this enhancement will impact.
2. Student Assessment and Outcomes – working hand in hand with 1 above, this will include
assessing students from the beginning of their academic career through their progress as they
move from course to another, all the way through graduation. The data generated from this area
will be used not only to assist the individual student, but to assess the quality of our own
programs and classes. Data related to the evaluation of faculty members, course materials, and
teaching methodologies will be gathered in conjunction with the students’ academic progress to
generate meaningful statistics.
3. Learning modality – as mentioned previously, the way students are receiving their academic
materials is in a state of change. The online teaching modality, while still a very viable and
desired method, is becoming somewhat blasé in its current predominant form in the world of
higher education. Students expect online delivery. Just as they expect texting and social media to
carry the majority of their information. To tell a student in today’s world that “you have online”
is similar to telling a student in the 1990’s that you have personal computers. They expect it, they
demand it. What we need to do now is develop the next generation online “classroom”. What
does it look like, how does it act, what does it provide? What does it do? Determining the
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

answers to these and related questions will very much be a focus of the technology and academic
departments of the university in the next phases of Vision 2020.
Reporting, reporting, reporting. Reporting not only the outcomes, but the input, the activity, and
the outcomes of the events of the university need to be the focus for data reporting. And then,
once this data is captured, it needs to be reported in a relevant manner. Once it needs to drive
impactful decisions that support and direct the university in the pursuit of its mission. Reporting
the financial impact of a series of monetary transactions is, again, expected. Everyone knows
they need to do that, and everyone is doing it. Capturing the data associated with the activity that
produced an outcome that is important to the organization, regardless of whether that important
outcome has direct financial implications, is what is critical. This data then flows through
predetermined filters to generate meaningful reports that can be used by the decision makers of
the university. This data impacts all activities including financial, certainly, but also student,
faculty, registration, assessment, enrollment, advising, teaching, course development, program
development, alumni, donor, activities. Each has its own source of data – and many cross over
into others. Understanding this data dynamic and developing useful tools through its
management will be crucial to our success.
Continued refinement of financial statement reporting – while the financial statements currently
produced on a monthly basis are far superior to where the university was five years ago, there is
still room for improvement. For example, the university needs to focus on unit costs and revenue
reporting. Easy enough to say, and relatively straight forward to produce, unit level financial
reports involve and require thorough training for those who will use them. Merely reporting the
information is not enough. We need to understand what the reports are telling us, and be able to
react appropriately. Along with unit financial reporting we need greater drill down capabilities
into the detail of what makes up the figures on the financial statements. While the detail is
available to the users of the financial statements currently, a drill down feature would make the
statements much easier to use. The easier they are to use, the more they will be used. The more
they are used, the more they will be understood and the better the decision making will be.
Continued implementation of electronic work flows and document production – document
imaging and filing (the “paperless” environment) if you will. The purpose of this initiative is not
to reduce our reliance on paper, but rather to increase our efficiencies in the flow of our processes
and work routines. This initiative provides a standardized process for work routines that removes
those elements that bring a process to a standstill. Automated filing of documents, alerts to those
who are next in line to do something in the process, maintenance of a process log and timeline, all
increase efficiencies in a routine work process exponentially.
Continued refinement of Enrollment and Marketing analytics – this information is being captured
currently. However, we need to continue to refine this to focus our efforts on those items with the
greatest impact. A few of those areas include retention, persistence, stop-outs, drops, cost per
inquiry, cost per enrollment, conversion rates, etc. Additional metrics in this area will allow for
more complete understanding, and therefore more effective management, of the student
recruitment, enrollment, and retention process.
Advancement – continued refinement of the alumni and donor relationship reports and data base.
Significant progress has been made in this area over the past five years. Additional improvements
can and need to be made. Dashboard and on-demand reporting capabilities can be enhanced,
along with stronger, more robust relationship software enhancements.
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9. Data Access and Security – the university will explore in earnest those alternatives to the on-site
data center. Cloud computing, co-locations, hardware redundancy, have been and continue to be
considered as we move forward to ensure our data, and data systems, are secure.
Accounting and Finance
In addition to the data capture and dissemination functions described above, the accounting and
finance area has other, more finance related, objectives to be accomplished as part of Vision 2020.
These more specific financial related initiatives include:
a. Recapitalization of long-term debt. The university will be working toward a refinance of its
current long-term debt structure when and if market conditions make this feasible for us. This
refinance will produce capital needed for multiple capital projects.
b. Budgeting and forecasting models and tools to drive more robust pro forma financial statements.
c. Reformatting of our general ledger structure through implementation of the next generation of the
ERP software.
d. Working with the operational segments of the university to build better financial projections for
the university, providing counsel and guidance on realistic growth targets, as well as other
financial metrics used in those projections.
e. Develop realistic expectations regarding future performance of the business units of the
university, both in terms of revenue and expenses.
SECTION 9.4. FACILITIES AND SITES
Ottawa University currently operates at nine physical locations. Three in Arizona, three in Kansas,
two in Wisconsin, and one in Indiana. The adult sites are leased and the residential campus in
Ottawa, Kansas, is owned.
Future initiatives with respect to the adult sites (leased sites) center predominantly around the type of
site and its anticipated student volume. The university has three categories of adult learning sites.
Type 1 sites are those which house student classrooms as well as faculty and administrative staff, and
are under the control of Ottawa University as the tenant. These are the largest sites, and we currently
have four of these. Type 2 sites are those which house only classroom space, with one or two faculty
offices and one or two student advising offices. Smaller in size, these sites are really the “store-front”
spaces where classes are held but no administrative functions are housed. These sites are under the
control of Ottawa University as a tenant. We currently have two of these sites. Type 3 sites are those
sites that are owned and/or under the control of a third party, and Ottawa is simply conducting classes
in the space. These sites are not under Ottawa’s management or control. We currently operate three
of these type sites.
With respect to the Type 1 sites, future initiatives include managing these spaces in order to
maximize efficiencies with respect to the balance between classroom and administrative space. These
Type 1 sites would be considered the “hub” in a larger market where we would then have multiple
Type 2 and 3 sites in the surrounding areas. Considered the central office, the Type 1 site would
support and augment the Type 2 and 3 sites. As Ottawa continues to expand its adult presence in
current markets, and looks to move into new markets, the balance between Type 1, 2, and 3 sites will
be a critical strategic element.
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As the adult educational market continues to change, Ottawa will need to be flexible in its location
and functionality of these learning sites. As discussed in the technology section, determining the
“classroom” of the future is a major initiative, and how this enhanced learning environment fits into
actual physical meeting spaces will need to be carefully managed and understood.
Regarding the residential campus located in Ottawa, Kansas, this property, as described earlier in the
document, consists of 66 acres located in the heart of the Ottawa, Kansas community. Physical
structures totaling 376,000 square feet comprise this main campus. This campus houses the majority
of the College enrolled students along with all the academic, administrative, athletic, housing, and
support structures required to serve those students.
In 2009-2010 the university engaged with multiple professionals (architects, consultants, builders) to
create, and update, the physical master plan of this main campus. This master plan is discussed in
section 9.7, later in this document.
Regarding major initiatives at the residential campus, currently underway is the construction of the
Gangwish Library/Gibson Student Center. This 54,000 square foot structure will house a new dining
facility, library, retail store, student lounge, conference center, and other functions. This building
represents the largest construction project in Ottawa’s history. Phase 1, which consists of the new
dining facility, is scheduled to be completed in late spring/early summer 2014. Phase 2, which
consists of the Library and other areas, is scheduled to be completed in summer 2015.
Future initiatives include additional academic and faculty space, an indoor athletic practice and
training facility, additional student housing, significant renovations to the chapel, and expanded
parking for the planned growth.
SECTION 9.5. SAFETY AND SECURITY
The physical safety and security of our students, faculty, and staff is of the utmost importance. In
response to the tragedies that have occurred over the past decade, in 2007 Ottawa University began a
comprehensive review of its crisis and disaster response policies and procedures, as well as its safety
and security systems. Although OU already had established safety, security, and disaster related
policies and procedures in place throughout the University, a University–wide review needed was
conducted to determine where improvements could be made.
In July of 2007 two sub-committees (one each for the College and for the APOS sites) were formed
to complete this review of current policies, procedures, and protocols, and to recommend and
implement any changes which were deemed necessary.
The committees have identified five major areas of focus for current and continued assurance of
safety and security for our students, faculty and staff: After Hours Policy, Evacuations/Emergency
Notifications, Business Continuation, Student Behavior, and General Preparedness. To date,
significant enhancements have been made to both the College and the APOS sites to address these
five major security initiatives.
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SECTION 9.6. DISASTER PLANNING
Disaster planning and recovery is vital to our future initiatives. Generally speaking, when discussing
disaster planning and recovery from an organization’s perspective, the conversation turns to business
interruption and data security.
Both of these areas are included in our future strategic plans. In terms of business interruption, the
exposure to financial loss is mitigated through business interruption insurance. Current coverage
includes the recovery of those operating margins lost at a particular location due to business
interruption via disaster or other factors. However, the financial loss is not the only risk that must be
addressed. Just as significant is the ability to continue to operate as a higher education institution
during the period of time the impacted location is unable to conduct business.
Current insurance policies provide coverage for the university to relocate, on a temporary basis, to an
alternate location, while the vacated site is repaired or rebuilt.
Regarding data security, and the ability to withstand a disaster that would render our technology
systems inoperable, again, we have insurance that would cover the cost of the physical loss.
However, we have also implemented certain practices and measures to ensure the data contained in
our system is secure. Next generation security appliances have been implemented at all
University locations for enhanced network security ensuring data security. We also employ
sophisticated data back-up systems to ensure no data is lost. These systems not only back up our data
every day, but do so redundantly in the unlikely event of multiple remote events duplicate that data in
a remote location.
Our systems (hardware and some software) are not currently 100% redundant. We have worked
diligently in this direction, and, as mentioned in the technology discussion, 9.2, we are currently
exploring alternatives what would accomplish this redundancy in a manner, and at a cost, that is
appropriate for the university. Ottawa understands this is an important objective and it will be
addressed in the next phase of Vision 2020.
SECTION 9.7. OTTAWA, KANSAS CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
The university is currently operating under the updated and revised master plan completed in April
2010. This master plan lays out, in significant detail, current and future physical development of the
residential campus, including future student housing, academic buildings, library/student center,
athletic facilities, worship space, performing arts space, etc. This plan represents possible expansion
and development strategies that may be implemented over the next 7-10 years.
Certain elements of this master plan have been revised since its completion (Gangwish
Library/Gibson Student Center as an example), however, the plan continues to provide university
management with vital information related to the physical development alternatives which will be
necessary as the residential campus continues to serve the needs of its students.
This Campus Master Plan is available as an addendum due to its size and the cost of reproduction.
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CHAPTER 10. MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL INITIATIVES
SECTION 10.1. FACULTY DEPLOYMENT AND GOVERNANCE
The faculty of the university is the most critical resource in shaping the educational experience and
outcomes for our students. However, the faculty is interdependent with staff and administration in
pursuit of university aims and therefore must have a collegial, collaborative and productive
relationship with others who are equally committed to serving our students. These initiatives are
designed with that reality uppermost in our thinking.
Organizationally, the University will continue its evolution from primarily a site-based organization
and deployment model to one that is primarily school-based. In this model, the schools will be our
primary structural elements within the organization as befits an institution of higher learning. A joint
faculty and administrative task force, with the assistance of a study done by an outside consultant, is
developing detailed recommendations regarding shared governance, how to enhance clarity and
communications, and how to strengthen our caring, Christ-centered community of grace.
Our objective is to foster a culture of academic rigor, inclusivity, transparency, and collaboration on
behalf of our students and members of our university community.
While some of these recommendations remain in flux at this writing as a Special Task Force on
Faculty Governance continues its deliberations, it may be reasonable to assume that the following
initiatives could ultimately emerge in one form or another. They are presented here as examples of
how our governance might function.
1. Project Virtuoso will ultimately make it possible for all faculty of the institution to teach any of
the students within the faculty member’s area of expertise across the entire system regardless of
location of either the students or the faculty member. Such a model will allow Ottawa University
to leverage the considerable intellectual and pedagogical assets of the faculty to reach more
students, drive superior learning outcomes, and reduce costs in order to remain more competitive
and to make an OU education more accessible, including to students anywhere in the world in
multiple modalities of delivery and engagement.
2. We will explore the implications of a new type of faculty designation in which “Virtuosocertified” faculty could receive special compensation and benefits in return for the demonstration
of their competency and commitment to the Virtuoso skill sets and practices.
3. The University Provost will continue to operate as the Chief Academic Officer of the institution.
All matters academic, and all organizational constructs that affect academic programs, policies,
practices and personnel fall ultimately under his/her purview. The University Provost reports
directly to the President of the University.
4. School Deans and Associate Deans, working collaboratively with their associates and faculty, will
be responsible for the research, curriculum, scheduling, standards, evaluations, and quality
controls associated with the offerings of their schools. They will also be major players in
developing and executing enrollment and advising strategies for their respective schools and for
related budgeting and planning.
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5. School Deans will continue to be encouraged to develop their own internal school structures and
processes as is appropriate to their schools and their specific strategies and objectives as approved
as long as these do not conflict with university wide academic structures, practices and policies.
6. At site level, a Dean of Instruction is responsible for site-based coordination of full time and
adjunct faculty, facilities, scheduling, and student academic affairs on behalf of each of the
schools. The DOI’s are key members of the site based leadership teams which generally include
leaders who are responsible at site level for enrollment management, advising teams, budget
preparation and management, community relations, and oversight of all local operations. The
Deans of Instruction are to be the “integrators” at site level on behalf of all schools.
7. Lead faculty members are to be appointed for each of the programs and majors with the
responsibility for ensuring discipline specific quality and oversight as well as faculty guidance
and collaboration.
8. Formal departments and divisions could possibly give way to more nimble and flexible task
forces and informal groups sponsored by the schools themselves and in concert with lead faculty
activities.
9. In this model, faculty are first encouraged to operate as members of the university faculty as one
body, then of a school, then of a discipline, and then of a site. Their personal allegiance is sought
and assumed in that order.
10. School Deans will nominate one faculty member from each school to represent that school as a
visitor to the Board of Trustees, and one other member to represent each school in addition to the
Deans on the President’s Cabinet. The Cabinet will meet monthly to engage matters of strategic
planning, overall academic policies and initiatives emerging from the schools, budgets, controls,
personnel policy decisions, systems, marketing and enrollment management in keeping with the
overall leadership structure of the institution. The Cabinet, at the direction of the president, exists
to foster communications, generate ideas, debate alternative strategies and decisions, and to
advise the president and other members of the group. It is the principal administrative body of the
university reporting up to the President and the Vice Presidents and ultimately through to the
Board of Trustees.
11. A new faculty body (Ottawa University-Wide Faculty Senate) consisting of all members of the
university’s permanent faculty with appropriate representation of adjunct faculty should be
considered for purposes of encouraging collegiality, interdisciplinary cooperation and
programming, and assurance of Ottawa University’s commitment to the full integration of the
liberal arts within each school. It will consider matters that may be brought before it with an eye
toward operating as a faculty of the whole rather than any one school or discipline.
12. The president and the provost of the university will be invited to address the Ottawa Universitywide Faculty Senate at each sitting of the group and to engage in healthy and constructive
dialogue with members. Other administrators may be invited from time to time at the discretion
of the Senate Chairperson. The Senate will hold private executive sessions for its members only
at the discretion of the Chair. The Senate will operate with a charter, bylaws, and rules of order
drafted for its purposes.
13. The Senate is expected to designate special study groups and task forces on occasion to better
inform its deliberations and to strengthen the academic life of the university. The Senate will also
recommend to the president members who will serve as “embedded faculty representatives” to
engage with staff and administration in prosecuting the university wide functions of annual
budgeting, marketing, human resources, process improvement, facilities, and information
technology.
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14. Faculty members at each site (including selected adjuncts) will be encouraged to meet as
colleagues periodically (as they now do) to continue to address issues and opportunities of
localized concern and to foster personal collegiality and relationships.
15. The University Academic Council will continue to be populated as is and to operate as it does
currently. It has the responsibility for approving on behalf of the entire institution academic
policies, curricula, and majors and is considered the ultimate governing body on behalf of the
faculty for “ownership” of the curriculum.
16. A curriculum design studio will be deployed for each of the schools with staff sizes, resources,
and activities appropriate to the school. The Dean of each school is responsible for oversight of
the school’s design studio personnel and their activities, subject to some generally agreed upon
best practices for subject matter expertise, design parameters and standards, resourcing, and
scheduling. The major objectives of these studios are to enhance quality control, better enable
innovation by faculty, and ensure speed to market. A general manager may be appointed to
provide oversight and to facilitate the individual and collective needs of the studios.
17. Adjunct faculty members will be encouraged toward a much deeper engagement with Ottawa
University, including governance on a selective basis, participation in curricular matters, and in
evaluation and improvement efforts.
18. Creation of a new “class” of faculty (somewhere between a formal faculty appointment and what
is now an adjunct contract) will be considered in order to attract and deploy especially effective
adjuncts. These “Ambassador Adjuncts” will be specially selected, trained, developed and
engaged in the academic affairs of the institution and will receive special benefits and
compensation to deepen mutual commitments.
SECTION 10.2. STAFF SUPPORT
Ottawa University is blessed to have exceptional staff members in many different functional areas,
more than a few of whom have given virtually their entire careers to this University. Just as faculty
are critical elements in the mix that makes up the student experience, so, too, are staff members who
affect everything from financial aid, housing, student affairs, facilities maintenance and upkeep,
admissions, counseling, technology resources, and so on.
The University’s philosophy of staffing is to hire fewer, pay more, and demand more of its staff
resources while providing for them appropriate opportunities for career growth and advancement
while holding them to high standards of performance. Notably, many of our staff have taken
advantage of our generous educational benefits and have become Ottawa University alumni at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels. These benefits have been extended to family members of our
staff personnel, and as such are considered a major advantage of employment here.
MAJOR STAFF RELATED INITIATIVES:
1. Continue to build and improve the Performance Management System, especially with respect to
timeliness, content, and developmental planning.
2. Ensure that all staff employees have the very best health and medical benefits at the lowest
possible employee cost.
3. Develop an annual staff development conference to provide for staff members the same types of
benefits realized by our faculty through their annual symposia.
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4. Continue to hire and promote from within wherever possible.
5. Within budget constraints, use third party comparative data to help determine job weighting and
associated compensation.
6. One of the biggest issues OU faces (indeed, most organizations face) is the relative lack of skill
and experience staff managers may have. We need to make special efforts to further enhance our
managerial and supervisory skill sets.
7. Improve front end employment screening and employee onboarding/orientation.
8. Find more ways to engage employees in the planning and ongoing communication of University
affairs.
9. Build a stronger sense of the University as a whole (vs sites or departments) with all staff
associates.
10. Develop more creative and powerful recognition systems and processes to further elevate those
whose performance so warrants.
11. Continue our “open book” policies of communicating financial and other important results across
the system.
12. Develop better and more pervasive operating metrics to further improve efficiencies and
effectiveness and publish these in a manner similar to those related to enrollments, for example.
Develop greater operating process awareness within the staff generally and leadership in
particular.
SECTION 10.3. LEADERSHIP STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES
As has been documented previously in this plan, there have been numerous and one could say
momentous changes in the leadership structure and related processes at Ottawa University over the
past five years in particular as the institution attempts to stretch out to achieve Vision 2020. Many of
these have been quite successful while others less so. Now, as the University faces an even more
challenging enrollment and competitive environment, it is critical that leadership “gets it right”.
MAJOR STRUCTURAL AND PROCESS INITIATIVES:
1. The University will continue to refine and perfect its fundamental matrix design with particular
attention to integrative communications and decision making process improvements. This is
likely to take several forms, including a “flattening” of the leadership structure (three VP
positions and three Campus Executive positions have been eliminated in just the past year, for
example) to lower administrative costs and further streamline operations.
2. The President will continue to push more authority and decision making through his Executive
Vice Presidents and Cabinet in order to re-focus more of his energy and time on strategic
development, fundraising, and key relationship building internally and externally. The President
will begin to operate more as a Chancellor of a system rather than a traditional operating
president. He needs to find “the next big things” for Ottawa University if it is to get back on the
path to growth envisioned by Vision 2020.
3. Working with the Board, it is not too early to begin some serious thinking about presidential
succession as this President enters his third three-year contract term.
4. The role of the School Deans must become better defined and strengthened to include more
responsibility for new program development, enrollment related activity, marketing, and fund
raising. In a related way, the Deans must be called to account for continuously raising the bar on
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faculty and faculty performance in and out of the classroom. We have a big investment in these
people and need to get a higher return on it.
5. Online will move from its identity as an operating unit to one of a primary role as a Universitywide learning modality. It needs to be seen and managed for what it is.
6. Project Virtuoso must become a reality, enabling the University to deploy its faculty resources
across the entire system for the benefit of all of our students regardless of location or modality.
This is both a quality improvement strategy and a cost containment strategy as pricing is expected
to be critically constrained.
7. The institution will be forced to reduce the ratio of administrative costs to revenues. Universitywide expenses as currently accounted for need to be brought down to the 20% of revenue range
even as the College eliminates its deficit over the next three years. This will require smart
deployment of precious capital and personnel resources.
8. Faculty deployment and productivity must be significantly improved. The institution cannot
function in the future with nearly half of its classes with five or fewer students and scheduling
must become a University-wide priority and core competency.
9. Those faculty who are willing to make the effort and investment must be brought into and
engaged in helping to lead the improvement efforts of the institution at all levels where their input
and buy-in is critical.
10. The institution needs to infuse its faculty with some new blood, a revitalized spirit, new energy,
and new thinking about what it does, how it does it, and how it should be held accountable.
11. In addition to major improvements in scheduling and scheduling tools, the University must
shorten its time to market on new programs and offerings to ensure that our students have the best
when and how they want and need it. The Curriculum Design Studio needs an overhaul.
12. While some great progress has been achieved in fund raising, the Advancement Department must
demonstrate much more systematic capital development and annual fund progress. The addition
of fundraising systems and talent will be key.
13. A complete review of the design and functionality of the IT and Process Improvement units is in
order as is a plan for succession of leadership in that arena.
14. All management meetings, town halls, and other communication devices can be improved both
for content and effect.
15. The University’s culture must continue to develop not only in the direction of higher performance
expectations, but equally in personal support and encouragement in order to ensure that the
sometimes monumental efforts our people have to make do not burn them out prematurely.
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CHAPTER 11. PHASES III AND IV ENROLLMENT MODELS

Planned APOS Enrollments

New Students
APOS

Phase III
Phase IV
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Arizona

570

645

705

775

810

845

Indiana

95

105

115

125

140

150

Kansas City

395

410

445

490

540

585

Wisconsin

220

255

280

310

345

370

Online

420

435

455

500

515

550

1,700

1,850

2,000

2,200

2,350

2,500

Total

Total Students
APOS

Phase III
Phase IV
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Arizona

1,283

1,527

1,733

1,940

2,109

2,242

Indiana

220

231

249

258

278

292

Kansas City

785

882

966

1,046

1,141

1,245

Wisconsin

609

593

623

672

735

801

Online

975

1,016

1,072

1,153

1,221

1,287

3,873

4,248

4,643

5,068

5,484

5,867

Total
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Planned College Enrollments

New Students
College

Total Students

College

Phase III
Phase IV
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
245
280
330
355
380
400

Phase III
Phase IV
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
593

647

718

786

852

911

Planned University-wide Enrollments*

Total Students

University-wide

Phase III
Phase IV
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
4,466

4,896

5,362

5,855

6,336

6,778

*Unduplicated
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CHAPTER 12: PRO FORMA FINANCIAL INCOME STATEMENTS BY YEAR
Ottawa University
Projected Statement of
Activities With Online Activity
Allocated to Sites

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

APOS
26,062,241
Total Revenue
Total Expense
APOS Allocated Margin

(14,499,272)
11,562,970

29,601,883

32,178,064

34,788,053

37,253,710

(14,656,045) (15,076,113)
12,949,600
14,525,770

(15,401,404)
16,776,659

(15,843,554)
18,944,499

(16,299,385)
20,954,325

14,585,988
1,062,143
15,648,130
(15,041,553)

27,605,645

COLLEGE & ADVANCEMENT (Domestic and International)
Tuition and Other Revenue
Fundraising
Total Revenue
Total Expense
COLLEGE & ADVANCEMENT
Allocated Margin

11,320,687
2,347,905
13,668,592
(13,545,788)

11,886,721
1,536,395
13,423,116
(13,877,056)

12,599,924
1,302,782
13,902,707
(13,890,734)

13,229,921
1,062,143
14,292,063
(14,122,310)

13,891,417
1,062,143
14,953,559
(14,574,438)

122,804

(453,940)

11,973

169,754

379,122

UNIVERSITY WIDE Total

(11,411,576)

(11,279,589)

(11,524,734)

(11,280,672)

(11,571,767)

(11,873,266)

Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Net Surplus (Loss)

39,730,833
(39,456,635)
274,198

41,028,762
(39,812,689)
1,216,072

43,504,590
(40,491,581)
3,013,009

46,470,127
(40,804,386)
5,665,741

49,741,613
(41,989,760)
7,751,853

52,901,840
(43,214,204)
9,687,636

2,759,825

3,993,128

5,790,064

8,442,796

10,528,908

12,464,691

Net Surplus (Loss) Before
Depreciation and Amortization
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CHAPTER 13: SUMMARY
As this plan clearly delineates, Ottawa University faces some real challenges over the next six
years. The most significant of these relate to achieving the desired enrollment levels at costs that
make sense in the competitive marketplace and within the University's means. Simply attempting to
take existing programs to new markets has limited upside, and as the institution has seen through its
own experience, some real downside outcomes. Therefore, the carefully segmented approach as
outlined in this document in which precious marketing dollars are invested very judiciously, a major
push for new program expansion into areas of greater student and employer demand, and
development of alternative means of "going to market" such as our community college partner
program will be key to meeting this particular challenge. While the institution has a fine reputation
with those who know about us, we do not have the brand equity or power (or the money) to compete
on a broader, national basis against those who have hundreds of millions for such purposes. We must
find niches which are less saturated and where we can compete on a direct basis emphasizing and
leaning on the basis of the quality of our people, programs, and student experience levels.
Another major challenge is to get the institution's cost structure increasingly rationalized in order to
weather the downward pressures on tuition pricing which we believe are inevitable. The Virtuoso
initiative is in many ways a key strategy to achieve this more advantageous structure in order to make
good on our positioning strategy of "extraordinary value". While we have made some great progress
over the past few years, we must find ways to reduce our administrative and faculty costs on a per
unit (credit hour) basis. This is in many ways "counter cultural" in higher education, and Ottawa is
no exception. In oversimplified terms, this means that we must ensure that we get all of our human
resources investments in their highest and best uses at all times—a never ending balancing act.
At the College, we must find our way to at least a break even operating level. This can be
accomplished with increased enrollments, enhanced fundraising, continued strong cost control, and
reduction of the overall discount rate. As we have seen this year with the impact of crediting the
estate gift income to this unit (which occasioned it), this is possible. Getting this done will not only
help the institution's bottom line, it will have important impact on the paradigms and morale of those
who work at the College and those others who observe it from afar.
APOS is a set of units in great transformation as this is written. Ground based revenues have been
declining even faster than online revenues have been increasing, leaving the institution with some
infrastructure more suited to the old ground model than is likely to be necessary for the
future. Arizona is perhaps the most obvious example of this. While we have enjoyed some excellent
surpluses from APOS for nearly 30 years, the "golden goose" is a bit tired and needs
revitalization. Online has helped enormously, but even it needs a refresh as the pace of change in
technology dependent business models is unparalleled. Here again, Virtuoso must play a key role.
While these and other challenges in this document are daunting, we come at this environment
strengthened by Vision 2020. We have so much to be thankful for, and so much more capability than
we had just a few years ago. Literally every part of Ottawa University has been improved and our
commitment to a beautiful and important core mission is as strong as it has ever been. We have more
leadership talent, better tools and technology, a strong and dedicated faculty, loyal and supportive
alumni, and a very engaged and capable board of trustees. We operate on multiple platforms, in
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multiple locations, with multiple schools and programs. We are years ahead of many of our sister
institutions in a number of ways. Capital and financial constraints are real and hold us back, yet we
manage to do much with relatively little.
As we move toward this revised plan for Vision 2020, we are ever respectful and appreciative of our
past. We are trying to be brutally candid about our present. And we will be unfailingly optimistic
about our future. What we do with the students for whom we do it is vitally important, and we are
grateful to be engaged in such worthy work. Guiding a diverse and growing number of students to
lifetimes of greater significance is what we are called to do, and we accept this calling with humility,
consideration, but also with pride.
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Appendix A
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